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Inbox

Let us hear from you! We welcome 
letters to the editor on issues pre-
sented in the magazine. Email letters 
to  nwlawyer@wsba.org.  NWLawyer 
reserves the right to edit letters. 
 NWLawyer does not print anonymous 
letters, or more than one submission 
per month from the same contributor.

MANDATORY MALPRACTICE INSURANCE

I just read the article in the Sep-
tember issue of NWLawyer about 
mandatory insurance [“WSBA Board 
of Governors Explores Mandatory 
Malpractice Insurance”] and, as 
a result, I am sending in my first 
comment in 25 years of practicing law 
in Washington. Our small office has 
always maintained insurance for our 
speeding ticket/DUI practice. We pay 
$750 for each attorney for $250,000 
per claim/$500,000 aggregate of 
coverage. I hope that you consider 
small firms such as ours as you 
continue your investigation. Oregon’s 
apparent one-size-fits-all $3,500 per 
lawyer assessment is ridiculous and 
bears no relation to the true cost of 
insuring a small firm like ours. Should 
you adopt a similar requirement, you 
would be creating an unnecessary 
financial burden for many small firms.

$3,500 for each lawyer? $7,000 for 
what currently costs us $1,500? What 
an outrage that would be.

Valerie Shuman, Tacoma

I searched diligently and filled out 
numerous applications, but I reached 
the conclusion that there is no market 
for malpractice coverage for trans-
actional securities lawyers in solo 
practice. It appears that from the 
insurer’s perspective, the underwriting 
costs exceed the expected profits at 
anything other than prohibitive rates. 
The last time I looked into this (and 
that was a number of years ago), every 
insurer I contacted refused to give me 
an offer at any price. 

I’d like to note that I was trained in 
my practice area at Sullivan & Crom-

well in New York, am 61 years old, and 
have never had a claim made against 
me. I also have impeccable academic 
credentials, which include an MBA 
equivalent from MIT. 

If Washington decides on man-
datory insurance, I would favor a 
professional liability fund. I fear that 
otherwise my license to practice in 
Washington would be worthless.

John A. Myer, Seattle

I am writing in response to the 
article “WSBA Board of Governors 
Explores Mandatory Malpractice In-
surance” in the September 2017 issue 
of NW Lawyer.

As an attorney licensed to practice 
in both Oregon and Washington, I 
have had the opportunity to compare 
the professional liability insurance 
requirements of both states— disclo-
sure in Washington and mandatory 
coverage in Oregon. I do not support 
mandatory coverage as it provides a 
questionable value at substantial cost 
while reducing the availability of legal 
services, particularly for moderate 
income citizens. 

The first question to ask is “How 
much benefit does mandatory cover-
age actually provide to the average 
client?” I do not have the statistics but 
I encourage the Board to obtain this in-
formation before passing an expensive 
“feel good” measure. Although there 
are certainly horror stories out there 
about bad lawyers and the damage 
they cause, I question the value that 
mandatory coverage would provide 
to those clients when considered in 
the context of the aggregate cost and 
the thousands of clients who receive 
professional legal representation from 
lawyers with and lawyers without 
professional liability coverage.

The second question is “How 
would mandatory coverage affect 
low and moderate income citizens 
who need legal representation?” The 
difficulty finding pro bono coverage 
for low-income clients is well known, 
although there are programs that pro-

vide professional liability coverage 
to enable this important work to be 
done. From my experience, the great 
bulk of under-represented citizens are 
moderate income people who cannot 
afford an attorney yet do not qualify 
for pro bono representation. 

In addition to my income-produc-
ing work, I have represented Wash-
ington citizens needing assistance 
with no-contact orders, a homeowner 
whose property was eroding due 
to the failure of a city to properly 
maintain a storm run-off system, 
individuals who were presented with 
scam damage reports by rental car 
companies, and others who had dam-
aged credit reports due to fraudulent 
use of their identity. I may soon retire 
from my “day job” but hope to keep 
providing this type of unpaid service 
to moderate-income individuals. I am 
saving for retirement and certainly 
am not in the position to divert funds 
to pay for professional liability cover-
age. If coverage becomes mandatory, 
I fear I will be required to become 
an inactive member of the bar and 
will no longer be able to serve this 
under-represented group. I am sure 
there are many other attorneys in the 
same situation.

Bill Murphy, Vancouver, WA

PROFILING

Some WSBA members have fallen into 
the quagmire of lecturing about “white 
privilege” (“Inbox,” SEP NWLawyer).
However, it is unclear from their 
statements what white persons are 
supposed to do to atone for the total 
happenstance of being born white . . . 
pay reparations, take sensitivity class-
es, forfeit their law degree to a person 
of a different race?

No one should be denigrated for 
the color of their skin, including 
whites. White privilege is just another 
imaginary problem being conjured up 
by some leaders of the WSBA.

Certainly we all owe a duty of 
politeness and decency to every 
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other human being. If one fails on 
that score, the individual should be 
called to task. But I object to this 
wholesale racial profiling of whites 
which smacks of the very bigotry 
that the WSBA leadership should be 
opposing. 

Original sin may be a part of the 
Bible but has no place in the WSBA.

Patricia Michl, Lake Tapps

SAVING GRACE

I comment on recent references to 
“white men” in the NWLawyer and 
NWSidebar which are discriminatory in 
nature. Authors lump “white men” into 
a “dominant group” who believes “they 
have no role to play in achieving social 
justice and equity.”

I assume white women of which I 

am one would be thrown into this same 
group of “negative whiteness.” 

But, wait, I have a saving grace. I’m 
only half white, I have freckles.

Inez Petersen, Renton

OVERHEARD IN ALASKA

My husband and I are both retired at-
torneys from the Midwest, on vacation 
in Alaska. In a quaint coffee hut in 
Homer, we overheard a conversation 
between two mature couples who were 
on vacation from your great state 
of Washington. Our intent wasn’t to 
deliberately eavesdrop, so we politely 
asked to join in on the conversation, 
which centered on a September 2017 
article in the NWLawyer, which was 
in their possession. [“Be Part of the 
Solution: How Law Firms and Male 
Colleagues Can Be Women’s Most 
Effective Allies,” by Averil Rothrock, 
SEP NWLawyer.]

There were two attorneys amongst 
the Washington couples. The subject 
of discussion was gender inequality 
within the legal profession, and how 
attorneys should be apprised to deal 
with the new formulas as asserted 
through political correctness. A test 
for effective alliance for male attorneys 
accompanied the article.

Excuse my mature age and my 
inability to join in on the whininess 
of the moment, but I have never read 
such a compost of poppycock from 
an attorney.

Attorneys from my era have always 
addressed each other through “lady-
like” and “gentlemanly” terms of cordi-
ality. Where is the implicit bias in being 
respectful to a woman by referring to 
her as a “lady”? This is a compliment, 
not a denigration to women.

The politics of identity is out 
of control. Affirming an inequality 
through a form of political bullying has 
no underlying contributive value to 
the profession, and is designed only to 
brighten a tension between gentlemen 
and lady attorneys.

Emily Thomasson, Omaha, NE
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Announcing Partner Jamie Walker
McKinley Irvin is pleased to announce that Jamie Walker has been named a partner of the 
firm. Jamie is known for her relentless pursuit of successful results, whether representing 
individuals in high asset divorce litigation or negotiating complex property division.

As a family law attorney and our partner, Jamie also exemplifies our firm’s most steadfast 
commitment—to protect what our clients value most.
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Growing Up With Privilege... 
    and a few other traits I didn't know I had

I grew up in the East Bay area.  
From my earliest years, I learned 
to love the Giants and the 49ers 

and—when they arrived in Oakland—the 
Raiders and the A’s.  I never questioned 
these allegiances.  After all, growing up 
in a family and a culture that rooted for 
certain teams, my allegiances were un-
consciously absorbed.  
I also grew up in an 
area that had almost 
no people of color, 
where the dads worked 
outside of the home 
and the moms did not, 
and everybody was 
straight. Racial and 
homophobic epithets were commonly 
used.  Black people, Latinos, Asians, and 
other people of color did not (and likely 
could not) live near us in our suburb.  
They seemed to live in poorer, more run-
down parts of Oakland, San Francisco, 
and other urban areas.  People of color 
appeared less well off than my suburban 
neighbors and made me uncomfortable.  
When my high school sports teams 
played schools with significant popu-
lations of students of color, we went to 
those away games with a great deal of 
trepidation.  All my friends were white, 
as were my parents’ friends.

Meanwhile, I sat almost every night 
watching Walter Cronkite.  The battles 
over civil rights, as covered by CBS 
News, took place in front of me from an 
early age.  I was always on the side of 
“integration,” not realizing at all how my 

neighborhood, my family, and indeed I 
were manifestations of the institutional 
racism more blatantly apparent in Sel-
ma, Montgomery, Memphis, and Little 
Rock.  Then the Black Panthers and 
Brown Berets became active in the Bay 
area.  While the Panthers were portrayed 
in a way that scared most white resi-

dents, I for some reason always thought 
they got a bad rap.  As I got older, I 
had some heated arguments with my 
dad about the Panthers.  After all, I had 
become a liberal, pro-integration college 
student protesting the Vietnam War.  
How much hipper could a guy be?

Fast forward through life on the road 
in a VW bus, three colleges, and law 
school, almost all experienced with no 
people of color, no one outwardly gay or 
gender non-conforming.  All my friends 
but one were able-bodied.  Following 
those years, I practiced law in Tacoma 
and Seattle before settling in Mount 
Vernon.  In my professional life I still 
interacted with almost no lawyers or 
judges of color, although I began to meet 
women lawyers. One of them I married! 
In 2013, after 31 years of practice, I joined 
the Washington State Bar Association 

(WSBA) Board of Governors.  Lo and 
behold, there were African Americans, 
plenty of women, gay men, and lesbians 
on the board and working for WSBA.  
Not only that, WSBA introduced me to 
something called “diversity training.”  I 
was ready (I thought) for the training. 
After all, I was a progressive person who 

believed in treating people of 
color and other “minorities” 
equally—indeed, as if they 
were white. I was proud 
to be “color blind.”  I was 
completely unprepared for 
where the diversity training 
would take me, unprepared 
for how deeply the manifes-

tations of my “liberal” and “progressive” 
social attitudes could offend and at times 
wound my colleagues on the board, 
unprepared for the depth of changes I 
needed to confront and how painful those 
confrontations could sometimes be.  But 
I was also unprepared for how satisfying 
the feelings would prove to be once I be-
gan to grow beyond the person I’d been.  
Little did I realize that I’d be telling such a 
personal story to all who are reading this.

The story of what happened is a bit 
like this:  First I learned about implicit 
bias.  I learned that my early experi-
ences and impressions had not merely 
created sports team loyalties—they had 
instilled in me deep biases, deep fears, 
and a deep sense of “otherness” toward 
people of color, women, gay men, and 
lesbians.  I also began to confront my 
feelings around disabled and gender 

If we are to be a profession that moves beyond the legacy 
of discrimination and marginalization, it will be in large 
part because those of us with privilege will have looked 
deeply into our hearts, examined our pasts, and come to 
recognize and confront our biases. 
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non-conforming people, around whom 
I had always experienced a great deal 
of personal discomfort.  As I listened to 
people from these groups describe their 
lives as “others” in a white, straight, 
male-dominated society and profession, 
I began to see up close the insidious im-
pact of institutional racism, misogyny, 
and homophobia, and my part in each.  
I learned what micro-aggressions were 
and was chagrined to recognize how I 
had unwittingly used them.  I started to 
learn that “color blindness”is not a use-
ful or appropriate manner by which to 
treat marginalized people; the failure to 
acknowledge and embrace the personal 
and cultural traits of people of color 
belittles those people and their culture 
and discounts their value as members 
of a multicultural society.  

All this led to the realization that I 
was not who thought I was.  Just as with 
my beloved Giants, I had an allegiance 
to a way of life, a privileged life, that was 
created subconsciously by my upbring-
ing (and occasionally by my tolerance of 
my family’s and friends’ blatant racism 
and homophobia). With additional 
support of some very insightful family 
members, I recognized my own limita-
tions and, rather than avoid them for 
sake of comfort, decided to change my 
game plan and deal with my own bias. It 
was not always easy, for me or for others.

The most pain arose when, in a deep 
conversation about my own implicit 
bias, I felt accused of being racist.  I was 
stunned and profoundly hurt.  I told 
my colleagues that I was no George 
Wallace or Lester Maddox and how 
deeply hurt I was to be lumped into 
such a category.  My colleagues of color 
had little sympathy, which hurt even 
more—after all, these were friends.  As 
one African American put it, however, 
“You just scraped your knee; my arm 
feels like it is cut off almost daily.” I 
was shaken by that day. With some 
excellent counsel from my family and 
others, including some very insightful 
WSBA staff, I began to understand that 
the “white discomfort” associated with 
awakening to the depth and effects of 
implicit bias is natural and not others’ 
problem.  It was my problem, and I had 

to deal with it.
The experience that day opened my 

eyes to the extent and components of my 
own privilege as a cisgendered, straight, 
white man.  My privileged existence has 
shielded me from others’ experience and 
kept me from noticing just how well off 
I am.  I don’t walk down the street as a 
person of color, a woman, a gay man, or 
a disabled person. I haven’t experienced 
any of the sometimes harsh realities that 
come from these experiences. Certainly, I 
can claim some credit for my success, but 
when I walk through the city, into a con-
ference room, or into a courtroom, I do so 
with a penumbra of privilege built not on 
personal merit, but on how I appear. 

If we are to be a profession that moves 
beyond the legacy of discrimination and 
marginalization, it will be in large part be-
cause those of us with privilege will have 
looked deeply into our hearts, examined 
our pasts, and come to recognize and 
confront our biases. It will be when we 
recognize our implicit and explicit bias 
and how it affects others—not because 
we are told to, but because we each truly 
want to.  It will be when we develop a 
heartfelt desire to be allies and to use 
our privilege in a positive way to help 
our sisters and brothers obtain equitable 
treatment. It will occur when those of us 
with privilege have chosen to embrace, 
not fear, otherness.  Indeed, equity results 
when we accept that we all are “other” 
to someone and when, in our hearts and 
through our actions, we embrace all the 
differences in culture and paths upon 
which our colleagues are traveling.  

I’m still waist deep in this process, 
with a long (maybe endless) way to 
go, but I can assure you, it is way 
too important and satisfying to turn 
back.  I know it can be tough, but if our 
allegiance really is to a fully equitable 
profession, then together let’s step up 
to the plate, keep our eyes on the ball, 
and swing for the fences. NWL
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Treasurer's Report
by G. Kim Risenmay

EAch yeAr the Board of Gover-
nors elects a new treasurer.  I 
am honored to serve you in 
this capacity for fiscal year 

2018.  For the past two years I have 
been a member of the Bar’s Budget 
& Audit Committee, and I have been 
deeply impressed by the skill and ded-
ication of the three people who most 
recently preceded me in this position:  
Ken Masters, Karen Denise Wilson, and 
Jill Karmy.  Each of them has been a 
careful steward of the Bar’s funds, and I 
promise to follow their good examples.  
WSBA’s Chief Operations Officer Ann 
Holmes, Controller Mark Hayes, and 
the WSBA staff do an excellent job of 
handling WSBA funds in accordance 
with the annual budget.  This is demon-
strated by the clean audit reports that 
WSBA has received from independent 
financial auditors for over a decade.   

Deciding how to spend WSBA’s 
funds is, ultimately, the job of the Board 
of Governors, informed by the recom-
mendations of the treasurer and the 
Budget & Audit Committee.  Again this 
year, we will have important decisions 
to make.  It is incumbent upon us to 
find the right amount of services that 
the Bar provides to its members and the 
public, while being mindful that every 
task the Bar performs comes at the 
expense of its members in the form of 
license fees.  

It is a Bar tradition for a new 
treasurer to introduce himself/herself 
to our members. I’d like to give you a 
little information about my background, 
beginning with a comparison.  A good 
friend of mine tells me that he has had 
only one employer in his entire life.  
When he graduated from a prestigious 
law school he joined a midsized Wash-
ington law firm, and he has continued 
to work there for nearly 40 years.  That 
firm has grown to become one of the 
biggest in the Pacific Northwest, and he 
now sits on its Executive Committee.  
That is not my life’s story and I imagine 
it is not yours either.  

Like many of you, the practice of law 
was not my first profession, or even my 
second.  My parents and grandparents 
were all farmers and I grew up working 

on the family farm.  I continued to 
farm with my family, and earned both 
a bachelor’s and master’s degree in 
accounting, until shortly before I turned 
25.  My second career was in the United 
States Air Force.  I received my officer’s 
commission through ROTC and went to 
Oklahoma for pilot training in 1976.  I 
was assigned to fighter planes and flew 
the F-4E Phantom in the Alaska Air 
Command for the rest of my six years 
of active duty.  Most of our excitement 
came from chasing Soviet Union spy 
planes across the Bering Sea and the 
Arctic Ocean.  (Yes, it was still the Soviet 
Union back then.)  In 1982 I resigned my 
Air Force commission to begin my third 
career.  I attended law school and came 
to Seattle after I graduated in 1985. I 
am licensed as both an attorney and a 
certified public accountant (CPA) in 
Washington. Since that time, I have had 
a wide variety of Seattle-based legal and 
accounting experience, serving as a tax 
partner and of-counsel in several large 
law firms, an accounting partner in a Big 
Four accounting firm, and the owner of a 
solo tax practice. I bring the knowledge 
gained from all of these experiences in 
my service as your treasurer.

The world around us is changing.  
The practice of law is changing.  And 
we must learn to adapt.  Technology 
is driving many of those changes, and 
both we as individuals and the Bar must 
keep up to remain relevant.  Let me 
illustrate this point from my early legal 
career.  When I first practiced law, com-
puters were viewed as little more than 
glorified word processors shared by 
secretaries. Today, no client would be 
willing to pay an attorney for the hours 
necessary to write a document out in 
long hand, or to dictate it, and then 
manually correct paper drafts prepared 
by a secretary to arrive at a finished 
document.  Another example:  When I 
was sworn in as a lawyer in 1982, a legal 
library with a few hundred books was a 
law firm’s pride and joy (and one of the 
firm’s most expensive assets).  Many 
law firms had one or more full-time 
librarians on their staff, just to keep 
the library up to date.  Today, we have a 
world of legal references at our finger-
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tips, in digital form, and for a small 
fraction of the cost.  

Like a swimmer testing the water’s 
temperature with her toe rather than 
diving in, WSBA is testing the efficacy 
and the efficiency of providing technolo-
gy services to its members.  An example:  
Prior to my election to the Board of Gov-
ernors, I paid one of the national legal 
services more than $3,000 per year for 
access to a small part of its digital data-
base for my legal research.  Only after 
I became a governor did I learn that, as 
a WSBA member, I already had unlim-
ited access to a much larger database 
through the use of WSBA’s Casemaker 
service, and all for free.  The money I 
now save each year on digital research 
would easily pay my annual WSBA 
license fee for the next six years.  This 
year we will explore other opportunities 
to assist WSBA members with appropri-
ate types of technology assistance.  We 
are already developing an improvement 
to WSBA member information listings 
that was suggested to us by the Utah 
Bar Association.  In addition to listing 
member contact information, the new 
system will allow each member to 
provide customized information about 
his/her experience and training, areas of 
practice, hourly rates, and other informa-
tion of interest to possible clients.  At no 
extra cost to members, WSBA’s member-
ship listing service will allow clients to 
find and choose a legal professional in 
their neighborhood who offers the type 
of legal service the client needs.  

In the coming year, the Board of 
Governors will make several important 
policy decisions that will affect the 
budget and your license fees in future 
years.  I hope to provide insight to the 
membership on these issues, and I will 
always solicit your feedback.  Please 
don’t hesitate to contact me. NWL

g. Kim riSenmAy was 
elected to the Board of 
Governors in September 
2015. He can be reached 
at kim@risenmaylaw.com.  
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Ethics

by Mark J. Fucile

THE MECHANICS  
OF WITHDRAWAL

According to statistics compiled by the Washington 
State Bar Association (WSBA), each year around 
5 percent of all grievances against Washington 
lawyers stem from their withdrawal from ongoing 

representations. Withdrawal also figured prominently in 
a significant Washington Supreme Court legal malprac-
tice decision within the past year. Washington Rules of 
Professional Conduct (RPC) 1.16(a) and 1.16(b) govern 
the grounds for, respectively, mandatory and permissive 
withdrawal. From the perspective of law firm risk man-
agement, however, the mechanics of withdrawal can be 
as sensitive as the basis for withdrawal. The reason is 
simple: in many cases, the attorney-client relationship 
has unraveled and emotions on both sides are raw. This 
dynamic can create a particularly fraught situation that 
may spawn bar grievances or claims over the withdrawal 
if not handled professionally.

In this column, we’ll look at two primary elements of 
the mechanics of withdrawal. First, we’ll examine the 
steps a lawyer should take if the withdrawal occurs in the 
context of public court proceedings. Second, we’ll survey 
issues that often arise when transitioning the withdrawing 
lawyer’s file. These two areas largely mirror RPC 1.16(c) and 
1.16(d). At the same time, court rules—such as Washington 
Civil Rule (CR) 71—play an equally important role in any 
litigation-related withdrawal. 
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PUBLIC PROCEEDINGS
RPC 1.16(c) requires that a lawyer 
seeking to withdraw “comply with 
applicable law requiring notice to or 
permission of a tribunal when termi-
nating a representation.” Civil 
Rule 71(c)(3) allows withdrawal 
by notice alone if the client (or 
the opposing party) does not 
object within the 10-day period 
provided. Similarly, CR 71(d) 
allows withdrawal simply by 
simultaneous substitution of 
new counsel. But, if there is no 
immediate substitution of new 
counsel and there is an objec-
tion to the lawyer’s withdrawal, 
CR 71(c)(4) requires the lawyer 
seeking withdrawal to obtain the court’s 
permission. The state court criminal 
rule—CrR 3.1(e)—also requires court 
permission to withdraw once a trial has 
been set. Local Court Rule 83.2 and 
Local Rule 83.2 in, respectively, the fed-
eral district courts for the Western and 
Eastern Districts also generally require 
court permission if the withdrawal will 
leave the client unrepresented.

When a lawyer is in a situation 
where court approval is required, that 
creates a corresponding issue under the 
“confidentiality rule”—RPC 1.6: what 
can the lawyer reveal in public court 
papers and related public proceedings? 
Both the WSBA and the America Bar 
Association (ABA) recently issued very 
useful ethics opinions on this sensitive 
point that are available on their websites: 
WSBA Advisory Opinion 201701 and 
ABA Formal Opinion 476. 

Assuming the client has not con-
sented to having otherwise confidential 
information aired in public or the public 
record already makes plain the reason 
for the withdrawal, the WSBA and ABA 
ethics opinions counsel a two-step 
process. First, in public motion papers or 
public proceedings, the opinions suggest 
that the lawyer simply state that “profes-
sional considerations” provide the basis 
for withdrawal without including further 
detail that would reveal confidential 
information. This approach is patterned 

on Comment 3 to both Washington RPC 
1.16 and its ABA Model Rule counterpart. 
Both formulations of the comment note 
that this or an analogous phrase “ordi-
narily should be accepted as sufficient.”

Second, if the court concerned 
nonetheless wants more, the opinions 
counsel that the lawyer can generally 
comply if ordered to do so by the 
court because Washington RPC 1.6(b)
(6) and the parallel ABA Model Rule 
permit lawyers to reveal otherwise 
confidential information in response 
to a court order. In that circumstance, 
however, the opinions suggest that the 
lawyer should use available procedural 
protections such as sealed filings and 

in camera review to protect the client’s 
confidential information from the 
opposing party.

If the court denies withdrawal or 
rejects the lawyer’s efforts to protect 

the client’s confiden-
tial information in the 
process, the only prac-
tical avenue for appeal 
is discretionary review 
in state court (see, e.g., 
Robbins v. Legacy Health 
System, Inc., 177 Wn. App. 
299, 311 P.3d 96 (2013)) 
or mandamus in federal 
court (see, e.g., Mallard 
v. U.S. District Court for 
Southern Dist. of Iowa, 

490 U.S. 296, 109 S. Ct. 1814, 104 L. 
Ed.2d 318 (1989)).

Two practical considerations also 
enter the mix in the litigation setting.

First, if you conclude you need to 
withdraw, don’t delay. The Washing-
ton Court of Appeals in Kingdom v. 
Jackson, 78 Wn. App. 154, 158, 896 
P.2d 101 (1995), and Robbins v. Legacy 
Health System, Inc.,  177 Wn. App. at 
310, both noted that courts may deny 
motions where “withdrawal will delay 
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trial or otherwise interfere with the 
functioning of the court[.]” RPC 1.16(c) 
concludes that “[w]hen ordered to do 
so by a tribunal, a lawyer shall continue 
representation notwithstanding good 
cause for terminating the representa-
tion.” Particularly when the reason for 
withdrawal is nonpayment, a lawyer 
who delays until the eve of trial may 
find him or herself performing “invol-
untary pro bono” if the court denies a 
late motion to withdraw.

Second, in situations that are 
especially fractious, a lawyer may wish 
to consider affirmatively seeking court 
permission even if it is not technically 
required by the applicable court rule. 
In Schibel v. Eymann, ___ Wn.2d ___, 
399 P.3d 1129 (2017), the Washington 
Supreme Court held that a court order 
permitting withdrawal precludes a 
subsequent legal malpractice claim 
over the withdrawal. The Supreme 
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Court in Schibel reasoned that the 
former client—having had the oppor-
tunity to litigate issues surrounding 
the withdrawal in the underlying 
case—was collaterally estopped from 
revisiting them in a subsequent legal 
malpractice case.

TRANSITIONING THE FILE
RPC 1.16(d) addresses transitioning 
the matter concerned on withdrawal. It 
takes the high road: “Upon termination 
of representation, a lawyer shall take 
steps to the extent reasonably practi-
cable to protect the client’s interests, 
such as giving reasonable notice to the 
client, allowing time for employment of 
another legal practitioner, surrendering 
papers and property to which the client 
is entitled and refunding any advance 
payment of fee or expense that has not 
been earned or incurred.” Comment 9 
to RPC 1.16 underscores that lawyers 

must take these steps regardless of the 
particular circumstances that led to 
the withdrawal: “Even if the lawyer has 
been unfairly discharged by the client, a 
lawyer must take all reasonable steps to 
mitigate the consequences to the client.”

One particular flashpoint can be the 
lawyer’s file. RPC 1.16(d) recognizes 
that a lawyer may have possessory lien 
rights over a file for unpaid fees: “The 
lawyer may retain papers relating to the 
client to the extent permitted by other 
law.” At the same time, WSBA Advi-
sory Opinion 181 concludes that the 
lawyer’s continuing fiduciary duty to 
the client during a transition “trumps” 
the lawyer’s possessory lien rights and 
requires the lawyer to provide the client 
with the file if the client needs it. Gener-
ally, Advisory Opinion 181 suggests 
that a lawyer’s entire file—whether 
paper or electronic—must be turned 
over to the client (or the client’s new 
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lawyer at the client’s direction), subject 
to limited exceptions. The principal 
exceptions include a lawyer’s notes re-
lating to the business relationship with 
the client, such as conflict checks and 
collection notes, that were not charged 
to the client and general research 
memoranda, such as a memorandum 
prepared in another matter dealing 
with the same legal issue but not billed 
to the client concerned. Copy costs 
are a less frequent source of dispute 
today now that many files are solely in 
electronic form. Nonetheless, Advisory 
Opinion 181 counsels that a lawyer may 
retain a copy of the file (at the lawyer’s 
expense) to document the state of the 
matter on the lawyer’s watch. As noted 
earlier, RPC 1.16(d) specifically requires 
that unearned advance fee deposits be 
refunded. At the same time, withdrawal 
does not waive a lawyer’s lien for fees 
under RCW 60.40.010.

The consequences of failing to 
meet the obligations imposed by RPC 
1.16(d) can be severe. Lawyers have 
been disciplined for failing to promptly 
deliver client papers (see, e.g., In re 
Eugster, 166 Wn.2d 293, 209 P.3d 435 
(2009)) and client funds (see, e.g., In re 
Perez-Pena, 161 Wn.2d 820, 168 P.3d 408 
(2007)). Further, our responsibilities 
to clients under the RPCs reflect our 
underlying fiduciary duties. Although 
the former may not directly provide a 
basis for a civil claim, the latter clearly 
do under Eriks v. Denver, 118 Wn.2d 
451, 824 P.2d 1207 (1992). A client 
who was injured by a lawyer’s failure to 
transfer a file might well raise a breach 
of fiduciary duty claim. Similarly, the 
Consumer Protection Act (CPA) applies 
to the business aspects of law practice 
under Short v. Demopolis, 103 Wn.2d 
52, 691 P.2d 163 (1984). Again, a client 
harmed by a lawyer’s failure to transfer 
a file might also contend that the CPA 
was triggered because fee issues go 
directly to the business elements of law 
practice. These possible civil remedies 
can also become legal and practical 
impediments to a subsequent collection 
action by the lawyer. NWL
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by Isham M. Reavis

Falsehood puts on a mask.
 —Leonardo da Vinci 1

It would seem concealed identities have no place in the 
courthouse. It’s a public institution: “Justice in all cases 
shall be administered openly,” proclaims article I, section 
10, of the state constitution. The title of a case? The parties’ 
names, required in the complaint under Civil Rule 10(a)(1). 
The first question asked of a witness? “State your name for 
the record.” But justice wears a blindfold, after all, and even 
if you can’t wear a hat into the courtroom, you can wear a 
mask: John Doe.

Or Jane or Mary Doe, various Roes, and other generic 
placeholders. The customary declension is John Doe; Richard 
Roe; John Stiles; Richard Miles.3 The various Stiles and Miles 
are less commonly encountered; Doe and Roe remain current.

Messrs. Doe and Roe are curios inherited from English 
property law. The time was that the only route to asserting 
title to land was through a costly and complex real property 
action, requiring procedural inconveniences such as “es-
soins, vouchers, and possible trial by battle….”4 A simpler 
ejection action was available, but only for lessees. What was 
a displaced landowner, perhaps unprepared to essay trial by 
combat, to do?

Enter Doe. The plaintiff hoping to claim title would 
establish a fictitious lease to John Doe, and then sue claiming 
Doe had been ejected by the equally fictitious Richard Roe. 
Because establishing the validity of the plaintiff’s title claim 
would be a necessary element of proving Doe’s ejection 
action, the charade lease dispute would resolve the actual 
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property claim. And the play-acting lawsuit would go forward 
because in order to avoid a default judgment, the actual defen-
dant would have to step forward, acknowledge the fictitious 
lease, and defend it in Roe’s stead.5 Lord Chief Justice Rolle 
pioneered this elaborate legal dodge to English law during 
the reign of Edward III (1327–1377),6 and Lord Blackstone’s 
commentaries brought John Doe and company to Ameri-
can shores. Here, the illusory litigants have prospered, even 
after their originating cause, the action of ejectment, has 
joined trial by combat and Latin pleadings in the graveyard 
of legal procedures.

The Does are not strangers to Washington state courts. 
A search of the Administrative Office of the Courts’ website 
reveals 996 cases naming John or Jane Doe.7 (This figure is 
doubtless over- and under-inclusive at the same time: It misses 
variations on the name such 
as John Doe A, John Doe B, 
etc.; and includes cases such 
as King County District 
Court Case No. TEST01000, 
which probably isn’t a live 
dispute.) Nearly all these 
Washington Does are 
pseudonymous defendants 
or respondents—place-
holders in the case caption, 
due to be unmasked and 
identified, or dismissed 
as nonexistent, in some future amended complaint. But some 
small number are plaintiffs or petitioners. Like the ejectment 
plaintiffs of yore, they assert their claims from behind a mask. 

Why are some plaintiffs allowed to keep their identities 
hidden?

The question was recently taken up by Division I of the Court 
of Appeals, in John Doe G v. Department of Corrections.8 The 
case involved a class of current and former level I sex offenders 
sentenced under special sex offender sentencing alternative 
(or SSOSA) evaluations, who sought to enjoin the Department 
of Corrections from disclosing their evaluations in response to 
a Public Records Act request. They filed suit as John Does and 
won a summary judgment. Both defendants appealed the judg-
ment, and the pro se records requester also claimed that the trial 
court had improperly sealed a court record by allowing the Does 
to proceed under pseudonyms. The Court of Appeals affirmed. 
The case is still developing—the Supreme Court has granted 
review—so the governing analysis may change. But for now, the 
Court of Appeals has the final word.

In affirming the plaintiffs’ collective donning of the John 
Doe mask, the Court of Appeals noted that the use of pseud-
onyms had not yet been analyzed by Washington courts, 
because the “longstanding and previously uncontroversial 
practice” had been unchallenged.9

The court collected cases where plaintiffs had proceeded 
as Does because forcing them to reveal their true identities 
would confound their ability to obtain relief. Jane Doe v. 
Dunning was one, a case in which the Supreme Court adopted 
a substitute name to protect the identity of an unwed mother 
and child when the mother sought a conventional birth 
certificate.10 The suit had been filed because of an unwritten 
policy at the time (the 1970s) that “illegitimate” children 
bearing their mother’s name were issued birth registration 
cards rather than a conventional birth certificate. Forcing the 
plaintiff to use her real name would have subjected her to the 
stigma at the root of this unwritten policy. 

 Another case was John Doe v. Group Health Co-
operative of Puget Sound, Inc.,11 where the plaintiff sued 
for unauthorized disclosure of his health care information. 

Associating his real name 
with the case, in which 
the improperly disclosed 
health care information 
would unavoidably come 
up, would have injured the 
privacy the plaintiff sought 
to vindicate. The SSO-
SA-recipient Does before 
the Court of Appeals could 
be added to this list. They 
sued to protect their priva-
cy; publically identifying 

them in the case title would have given away the game. 
In other cases, plaintiffs used pseudonyms not because 

it was logically necessary, but because the sensitive nature 
of the case would have chilled any attempt to seek relief if a 
true name were made the price of entry. For example, in John 
Doe v. Department of Transportation, where a ferry worker 
sued his employer for sexual harassment, the court used a 
pseudonym “because of the nature of the allegations in th[e] 
case.”12 Or John Doe v. Gonzaga University,13 where a student 
was allowed to sue pseudonymously over the school’s inves-
tigation of sexual assault claims against him. In this category 
would fall (Jane) Roe v. Wade14 and its companion case Mary 
Doe v. Bolton.15 And for a more recent example, a since-un-
masked plaintiff sued former Seattle Mayor Ed Murray using 
only the initials D.H., claiming Murray had sexually victim-
ized him as a child.16

Federal courts have also allowed pseudonyms, generally 
after balancing the plaintiff’s privacy interest against coun-
tervailing interests. The 11th, 10th, and 5th circuits compare 
a Doe plaintiff’s substantial privacy right against the “customary 
and constitutionally-embedded presumption of openness in 
judicial proceedings.”17 The 9th and 2nd circuits weigh the plain-
tiff’s need for anonymity against prejudice to the opposing party 
and the public’s interest in the truth of his or her identity.18

Why are some plaintiffs 
allowed to keep their  
identities hidden?
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In cases like these—despite our state’s 
presumption of open trial-court proceed-
ings, and despite the requirement in the 
civil rules that the title of a complaint 
contain the names of all the parties—the 
Doe G v. Department of Corrections court 
held that logic and experience show that 
Article I, Section 10, of the Washington 
State Constitution does not apply where 
the public’s interest in the plaintiff’s 
name is minimal, and use of that name 
would chill the plaintiff’s ability to seek 
relief.19 This means there is no need for a 
court to apply the test usually required by 
the Constitution before closing a public 
proceeding—the five factors from Seattle 
Times Co. v. Ishikawa20—before allowing a 
plaintiff to file suit as John or Jane Doe.

As noted, the Supreme Court has 
taken up Doe G v. Department of Correc-
tions. It may reverse the Court of Appeals, 
or affirm on different grounds. Perhaps 
the Supreme Court saw an opportunity to 
clarify the rules in this relatively unex-
amined corner of the law, or solicit more 
comprehensive briefing than supplied by 
the pro se appellant below. And while it 
seems unlikely that the Supreme Court 
will require some sort of on-the-record 
balancing before allowing a plaintiff to 
file suit anonymously (how would that 
even work, if suit has not yet been filed?), 
perhaps it will elaborate some mecha-
nism for the opposing party to challenge 
a pseudonym, or set out a procedure for 

the trial court to confirm whether the 
requisite privacy interests are at play. 
Time will tell.

But for now, would-be John and Jane 
Does, as they step into the courtroom, 
may don the mask at will. NWL

Isham Reavis practices 
complex litigation and 
defends the accused at 
Aoki Law PLLC. He is a 

past chair of the NWLawyer Edito-
rial Advisory Committee. He can be 
reached at isham@aokilaw.com.

Man is least himself when he talks  
in his own person. Give him a mask, 
and he will tell you the truth.

—Oscar Wilde2

NOTES
 1. Leonardo da Vinci Notebook 245 (Thereza 

Wells, Ed., Oxford University Press, 1952).
 2. The Critic as Artist, Intentions185 (Brenta-

no’s, New York 1905).
 3. See, e.g., William Safire, Magazine, On Lan-

guage, New York Times, Dec. 19, 1982, avail-
able at http://www.nytimes.com/1982/12/19/
magazine/on-language.html.

 4. Frederic William Maitland, Equity, Also 
The Forms of Action at Common Law: 
Two Courses of Lectures 351 (Cambridge 
University Press 1910); Note, “Who Is 
the Real John Doe?,” Names, a Journal of 
Onomastics, 297, 297 (1972).

 5. Maitland at 351–53.
 6. Id. at 353; “Who Is the Real John Doe?” at 

297.

 7. Name Search, Wash. Courts,. Courts, 
dw.courts.wa.gov/index.cfm?fa=home.
namesearch&terms=accept&flashform=0 
(search performed July 25, 2017, using the 
names John Doe (498 results), Jane Doe 
(498 results)).

 8. 197 Wn. App. 609, 391 P.3d 496 (2017), 
review granted, 188 Wn.2d 1008 (2017).

 9. Id. at 625–26 & nn.53, 54 (collecting cases).
 10. 87 Wn.2d 50, 50 n.1, 549 P.2d 1 (1976).
 11. 85 Wn. App. 213, 932 P.2d 178 (1997), 

overruled on other grounds, Reid v. Pierce 
County, 136 Wn.2d 195, 961 P.2d 333 
(1998).

 12. 85 Wn. App. 143, 143 n.1 (1997).
 13. 143 Wn.2d 687 (2001), rev’d on other 

grounds, Gonzaga Univ. v. Doe, 536 U.S. 
273, 122 S. Ct. 2268, 153 L. Ed 309 (2002).

 14. 410 U.S. 113, 93 S. Ct. 705, 35 L. Ed. 2d 147 
(1973).

 15. 410 U.S. 179, 93 S. Ct. 739, 35 L. Ed. 2d 201 
(1973).

 16. D.H. v. Murray, No. 17-2-09152-9 SEA (King 
Cty. Super. Ct. filed Apr. 6, 2017).

 17. Doe v. Dep’t of Corrections, 197 Wn. App. at 
627 (quoting Jane Roe II v. Aware Women 
Ctr. for Choice, Inc., 253 F.3d 678, 685 (11th 
Cir. 2001)).

 18. Id. (citing Sealed Plaintiff v. Sealed 
Defendant, 537 F.3d 185, 189–90 (2d Cir. 
2008); Does I through XXIII v. Advanced 
Textile Corp., 214 F.3d 1058, 1068 
(9th Cir. 2000)).

 19. 197 Wn. App. at 628.
 20. 97 Wn.2d 30, 640 P.2d 716 (1982).©
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W
ashington automatically excludes 16- and 17-year-old youth charged with certain offenses from juvenile 
court jurisdiction. The law, commonly referred to as “auto-decline,” “exclusive adult jurisdiction,” or 
“automatic transfer,” gives prosecutors the sole authority to decide which youth will be sent directly into 
the adult criminal system with no individualized consideration by judges. Hampering advocacy by defense 
attorneys and removing judicial discretion raise serious questions about the fairness of prosecuting youth in 

the adult criminal justice system—especially when considering the loss of checks and balances, the profound consequenc-
es for youth, and the disturbing levels of racial disproportionality that continue to result from application of this law. 

Historical Underpinnings 
Legislators and judges are finally 

considering whether to revisit auto-de-
cline in Washington. But how did we 
get here? The proliferation of auto-de-
cline in the late 1980s and early 1990s 
was driven by racially motivated pre-
dictions of a juvenile crime epidemic 
by children of color. Nationally, several 
high-profile cases stoked this belief. For 
example, in 1989, five black and Latino 
boys, the youngest of whom was 14 
years old, were wrongfully convicted of 
raping a woman jogging in New York 
City. Readers may recall that leading 
the charge against the boys was Donald 
Trump—he took out full-page newspa-
per advertisements implicitly calling 
for them to die (“Bring back the death 
penalty! Bring back our Police!”).1 Oth-
er, similar incidents occurred around 
the country, including in Washington. 

At the same time, John J. DiIulio Jr., 
then a political scientist at Princeton, 
coined the term “super-predator” in 
a series of scholarly articles.2 Dilulio 
also appeared in television interviews, 
spreading an apocalyptic vision of 
America with black and brown children 
inciting a nightmare of death on every 
street corner. The hysteria caught the 
attention of Republican and Democratic 
legislators who jumped on the su-
per-predator bandwagon.3 By the end of 
the 1990s, nearly every state, including 
Washington, had passed laws to make it 
easier to try youth in adult courts or to 
increase penalties for juvenile crimes. 

This legislative trend continued 
despite the fact that DiIulio’s predic-
tions and surrounding political hysteria 
turned out to be racist nonsense.4 

Within just five years of introducing 
the “super-predator” concept, Dilulio 
himself had admitted his conclusions 
were wrong.5 After spiking in the 1990s, 
juvenile crime rates have drastically 
fallen.6 Moreover, DiIulio recognized 
that auto-decline was never a good 
policy. In a recent interview, he stated,  
“Even in the ‘90s, there was no case 
for automatic transfer even for young 
offenders charged or convicted of 
violent or multiple violent crimes…All 
the evidence since then indicates that 
automatic transfer policies have few if 
any positive consequences.”7

Washington Legislation
In Washington, juvenile court judges 

have always had discretion to decline 
jurisdiction after a public hearing that 
considers individualized factors related 
to the youth and the alleged offense.8 
In these hearings, each participant’s 
role is unique: the prosecutors pros-
ecute, defense attorneys defend, and 
judges judge. Each participant’s role 
ensures that the competing rights of 
the accused, the victim, and society at 
large are given due consideration. Our 
juvenile court judges continue to have 
this discretion whenever a prosecutor 
seeks to send a young person, not 
already excluded from juvenile court 
by the auto-decline law, into the adult 
criminal system.

Although it does not appear there 
were public complaints about judges 
having discretion to decline jurisdic-
tion leading up to the early 1990s, our 
Washington State Legislature followed 
the national trend to pass the Youth 
Violence Reduction Act in 1994. The 

legislation automatically excluded 
youth from juvenile court—sending 
them directly into the adult criminal 
system—whenever the youth had turned 
16 and was accused of committing 
a certain category of offense.9 The 
legislation was bipartisan and signed 
into law by Democratic Governor Mike 
Lowry. In 1997 our legislature expanded 
the list of offenses to automatically 
exclude youth from juvenile court. The 
1997 expansion included robbery and 
assault, the offenses which are the main 
drivers of youth into our adult criminal 
system today.10 Although there were 
contemporaneous rumors that the legis-
lation would be revisited, 20 years later, 
with the super-predator myth criticized, 
debunked, and even retracted by its 
author, Washington has not changed 
the age or categories of offenses subject 
to auto-decline.

A Legacy of System Unbalance, Harmful  
Consequences, and Racial Disparities 

One significant problem with 
auto-decline is the unbalanced and 
secretive system it creates. The foun-
dation of our criminal justice system is 
adversarial: the state is represented by 
counsel, the defendant is represented by 
counsel, and an independent judge or 
jury renders a decision. In auto-decline, 
this foundation is missing. Our system 
becomes unbalanced because prosecu-
tors get to play their own role plus the 
role of defense attorney and judge. By 
making the charging decisions juris-
dictional, RCW 13.04.030 takes away 
any opportunity for advocacy by public 
defenders and discretion by judges. It 
also injects secrecy into our system.  
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No public records document how or why 
certain charging decisions are made. No 
hearings are held on the public record 
to debate the decision. Once charged 
as an adult, a youth’s only opportunity 
to transfer back to juvenile court is 

when the prosecutor agrees to reduce 
the charges, usually in exchange for a 
plea deal in which the youth agrees to 
specific charges and recommendation 
for time, or the youth is found guilty of 
just the lesser charges. 

It is particularly troubling that 
this system breakdown occurs when 
addressing how our children and youth 
will be treated. There are profound con-
sequences for young people charged as 
adults. Since most counties in Washing-
ton never charge youth as adults, it may 
come as a surprise that the practice of 
charging youth as adults is most popu-
lar in one of our more liberal counties: 
King County. In the last five years, the 
King County Prosecuting Attorney 
has charged 105 youth as adults. The 
most immediate consequence in terms 
of treatment for these young people 
is pretrial detention. Youth in King 
County are sent to adult jail to await 
trial, which can mean up to two years or 
more spent in institutions designed for 
short-term adult confinement. While in 
adult jail, youth can be kept in isolation 
for up to 23 hours a day. They are given 
no access to rehabilitative programs or 
treatment and are provided with little to 

no educational resources. If convicted, 
these youth must carry the full weight 
of an adult criminal conviction. Unlike 
the juvenile system’s rehabilitative 
model, where the consequences of 
juvenile records may be mitigated, 

adult criminal convictions are perma-
nent. Lifelong consequences include 
legal financial obligations and public 
criminal records—well-known barriers 
to housing, employment, and reintegra-
tion into society. 

And while prosecution in criminal 
court is thought to be reserved for youth 
charged with the most serious offenses, 
the numbers from King County and 
national research on this topic indicate 
many youth sent to the adult system 
have cases that are dismissed, resolved 
without conviction, or transferred back 
to the juvenile justice system, which 
scarcely justifies their prosecution in 
adult court and pretrial detention in 
adult jails. For example, in 2016, a young 
girl initially auto-declined was kept for 
roughly four months on the seventh 
floor of the King County Correction 
Facility in the medical unit, which 
houses adult male inmates with the 
most severe mental health issues. This 
girl could not block out the sounds of 
screaming and pounding on the walls, 
or avoid catcalls when shackled on the 
bus to be transported to court, or even 
be kept away from adult male inmates 
when attending sporadic visiting 

hours with her mom through a glass 
wall (the visits allowed for no physical 
contact between mother and daughter). 
Disturbingly, this young woman was 
interrupted during her shower by a male 
guard, placed on birth control without 

her consent, given inappro-
priate hygiene supplies, and 
limited to one hour a day of 
school instruction. She talked 
to her mother about suicide. 
Since the prosecutor even-
tually agreed to move this 
young woman’s case back to 
juvenile court, it is reasonable 
to conclude that this girl 
never belonged in adult jail. 
The trauma she endured was 
needlessly punitive.

Finally, the disturbing 
levels of racial disproportion-
ality cannot be overlooked. 
A report, the first of its kind 

in 20 years, from the King County 
Prosecuting Attorney’s Office regard-
ing the automated exclusion of youth 
from juvenile court demonstrates that 
charging decisions in auto-decline cases 
actually increase racial disproportion-
ality.11 According to the report, in 2016, 
82 percent of the cases referred by law 
enforcement for auto-decline involved 
youth of color. Once the King County 
Prosecuting Attorney’s Office made its 
charging decisions, usually in the first 
72 hours of receiving the referral from 
law enforcement, 86 percent of the youth 
charged as adults were youth of color, a 
four percent increase.12 Between 2011 and 
2015, among the auto-decline cases pros-
ecutors filed in King County, 95 percent 
involved youth of color. Just three cases 
involved white youth. Statewide, the 
statistics are similarly alarming. Between 
2010 and 2014 nearly 83 percent of the 
young people charged and sentenced in 
adult court were youth of color.

Potential Future
Every parent knows children and 

youth mature as they develop into adults. 
A growing body of scientific evidence 
proves that neurological development 

WHILE PROSECUTION IN CRIMINAL COURT IS THOUGHT 

TO BE RESERVED FOR YOUTH CHARGED WITH THE MOST 

SERIOUS OFFENSES, THE NUMBERS FROM KING COUNTY 

AND NATIONAL RESEARCH ON THIS TOPIC INDICATE MANY 

YOUTH SENT TO THE ADULT SYSTEM HAVE CASES THAT 

ARE DISMISSED, RESOLVED WITHOUT CONVICTION, OR 

TRANSFERRED BACK TO THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM.
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continues throughout adolescence; last 
to develop are the areas of the brain 
that govern the higher functions like 
judgment, appreciation of consequences, 
long-term planning, and impulse control. 
Kids are different at the most basic, 
neurological level. Even without all the 
evidence available now, our juvenile 
justice system was created over 100 years 
ago with the unique purpose of rehabili-
tation rather than punishment.13 So why 
have we continued to allow the most 
desperately troubled of our youth to be 
automatically excluded from our juvenile 
courts? Washington must bring back its 
defense attorneys and judges in every 
case for a rational system that treats kids 
like kids and ensures checks and balances 
before condemning someone under the 
age of 18 to an adult sentence. NWL
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 7. Duaa Eldeib, “Young Killers Who Stay 
in Juvenile Court take Vastly Different 
Paths,” Chicago Tribune (June 12, 2015), 
chicagotribune.com/news/ct-illinois- 
juvenile-killers-met-20150611-story.html

 8. Kent v. United States, 383 U.S. 541, 86 S. Ct. 
1045, 16 L. Ed. 2d 84 (1966).

 9. Youth Violence Reduction Act, Chapter 7, 
Laws of 1994, http://lawfilesext.leg.wa.gov/
biennium/1993-94/Pdf/Bills/Session%20
Laws/House/2319-S2.SL.pdf 

 10. Juvenile Justice Annual Report: Automatic 
Adult Jurisdiction 2016 Decisions, King 
County Prosecutors Office, February 2017. 

 11. Report, supra at n.8. Even more broadly 
speaking, youth of color are over-rep-
resented in every aspect of our juvenile 
justice system from arrest, to referral on 
charges, to adjudication, to disposition or 
sentencing, and finally to incarceration. 
Elizabeth N. Jones, “Disproportionate 
Representation of Minority Youth in the 
Juvenile Justice System: A Lack of Clarity 
and Too Much Disparity among States  

'Addressing' the Issue,” 16 U.C. Davis J. 
Juv. L. & Pol’y 155, 157 (Winter, 2012) 
(“The percentage of minority youth 
enmeshed in our country’s juvenile justice 
system far surpasses the percentage of mi-
nority youth in the general population.”). 
See also Samantha Buckingham, “Trauma 
Informed Juvenile Justice,” 53 Am. Crim. 
L. Rev. 641 (Summer 2016) (examining the 
trauma exposure and over-representation 
of youth of color at each stage of the 
juvenile justice system).

 12. Id.
 13. State v. S.J.C., 183 Wn.2d 408, 413, 352 

P.3d 749 (2015) (“To balance these unique 
concerns [when a juvenile is viewed as 
needing reformation and rehabilitation, 
but is not appropriately subjected to adult 
criminal proceedings and punishments] 
the law has constructed a constitutional 
wall around juveniles, maintaining its 
integrity through a continuous process 
of refining its contours and repairing its 
cracks.”); RCW 13.40.010.
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Objection,” a chorus of young 
attorneys shouted in the midst 
of trial. “Sustained—the de-

fendant is violating the rule regarding 
speaking too softly in class,” the judge 
ordered. The defendant (also an at-
torney) was on trial for using her cell 
phone in class and was trying to re-
claim her confiscated phone. She was 
being represented by a fellow attorney 
who came up with a creative defense—
insanity. When it became clear that 
the judge was having none of it, the 
lawyer gave an impassioned closing 
argument about why the right to a cell 
phone is a human right that ought not 
be denied to any person. With a cho-
rus of laughter and applause, the cell 
phone was returned to the defendant...
and thus ended another day of trial 
advocacy in Botswana.

Justice Advocacy Africa (JAA) is a 
Seattle-based nonprofit organization 
created to teach trial advocacy to 
lawyers in Commonwealth countries in 
Africa. Since 2009 it has trained over 
1,000 African lawyers in Botswana, 
Kenya, Malawi, and Uganda. Because 
these countries have a legal system 
based upon British law, the rules and 
procedures are similar enough that 

American attorneys can assist in train-
ing their lawyers. However, a significant 
difference is the lack of jury trials.

The program, spearheaded by 
Washington attorney Steve Fury, pairs 
American attorneys with local African 
attorneys to facilitate a five-day course 
in the country. To teach my class, I 
joined two other attorneys from the 
Northwest and four attorneys from 
Botswana. Our Botswanan leader, Pepsi 
Chibanda, is a local powerhouse who 
rules with an iron fist and a huge smile.

I arrived in the capital of Botswana, 
Gaborone, feeling worn out after three 
plane rides and 25 hours in the air. I 
was picked up at the airport by one of 
the class participants and taken to our 
hotel. My first day was spent trying to 
adjust to the time zone and meeting 
with the two other Americans, Mary 
Anderson and Tom Boothe. We spent 
that day getting to know one another 
and figuring out the essentials—money, 
food, and, of course, cell phone service. 
I appreciated the warm weather and 
cloudless sky, unlike the gray rain I left 
behind in Seattle.

We also met our Botswanan hosts 
that first day — Pepsi, OT, Ori, and 
Nyari (not their full names, but what 

they preferred to be called). I was 
grateful for these nicknames, as I was 
not adept at pronouncing names in the 
Setswana language, with its vowels and 
consonants combined in ways I never 
mastered. Teaching assignments for the 
week were handed out and, like any trial 
advocacy class, we were covering all 
the bases: opening statements, direct 
and cross-examination, impeachment, 
introduction of expert witnesses, and 
closing arguments.

The training is based upon the 
National Institute for Trial Advocacy 
(NITA) model of learning by doing in 
which students are expected to learn 
a factual scenario and then practice 
techniques taught throughout the 
week. Our case for the week was a civil 
negligence case — a helmetless teenage 
motorcycle driver who suffers a head 
injury after speeding and crashing into 
another car. The car was driven by a 
lecherous businessman coming from 
an alcohol-fueled lunch with a would-be 
mistress. He pulled into the road while 
looking back at her. Yes, there were 
plenty of good facts for both sides.

We had 20 students for the week. 
In Botswana, a Bachelor of Laws is 
required to practice law. This is a 

by Geoffrey Burg
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Geoffrey Burg's JAA class.

THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW ABOUT BOTSWANA...

Botswana is one of Africa's most popular safari destinations, 
home to well-known landmarks such as the Okavango Delta, 
the Kalahari Desert, and the Chobe National Park.

Botswana is just slightly smallar than Texas.

The Kalahari Desert covers over 80 percent of Botswana.  
The Okovango River runs through the center of the Kalahari  
Desert, creating the world's largest inland river delta.

Botswana has one of the highest percentages of land area 
given over to conservation, at 17 percent.

The official language is English, but the National language 
and culture of most of Botswana's citizens is Setswana.

The official currency is the pula. The Setswana word "pula" 
means "rain."

In Botswana's economy, tourism ranks second only to the 
diamond industry.

Source: www.botswana.co.za
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of providing negligent advice when the firm’s client sold his busi-
ness to a larger competitor and more than two years later the 
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the client. Analyzed the CPA firm’s advice, the “standard of 
care” required for the advice, prepared an independent damages 
analysis including significant offsets to amounts alleged by 
Plaintiff, and prepared mediation / trial exhibits in anticipation 
of settlement or trial.    
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Forensic Accounting  ●  Economic Damages ● Valuations  
 Commercial Litigation  ●  Full Service Public Accounting  

Accounting and Tax Malpractice Litigation (Plaintiff / Defense) 
Board of Accountancy Investigations 

 
7128 SW Gonzaga Street, Suite 100 ● Portland, OR 97223 

503.270.5400 ● www.pdxcpas.com 

five-year undergraduate program, 
with the fifth year as an internship. 
Upon successful completion of the 
five years, students are admitted to 
practice—without the extra step of 
taking a bar exam.

Like many of their counterparts 
in the U.S., these young lawyers in 
Botswana enter the practice of law 
without all the skills necessary to 
effectively advocate for their client at 
trial. For example, one trial advocacy 
student told me how she would put off 
trial, or settle the case, because she 
did not feel that she had the ability to 
properly try her case. The senior part-
ners in her firm also did not like trying 
cases and were not teaching her how 
to do it. This class was her opportunity 
to learn trial skills. Similar stories were 
shared throughout the week.

What the students lacked in train-
ing, however, they made up for with 
their ability to articulate arguments, 
prepare thoroughly, and take chances 
in front of their peers. After the legal 
lesson was presented by one of the 
instructors, participants were broken 
into small groups to practice different 
exercises, always being recorded so 
they could review their performance 
on video later. We had a policy 
against using notes and this greatly 
helped in their progress.

Pepsi made the class aware of two 
other rules on the first day: (1) cell 
phone use was strictly prohibited; any 
violation would lead to confiscation 
of the phone, which then had to be 
earned back at a trial at the end of 
the day; and (2) “objection” must 
be shouted out if someone was not 
speaking loudly enough for everyone 
else to hear. These rules were strictly 
enforced throughout the week, which 
led to a lot of fun and laughter.

By the end of the week the partici-
pants were ready for trial. We broke the 
group into pairs and they conducted a 
trial on their own, with each attorney 
working as both lawyer and witness. 
The progress from day one through 
day five was amazing. For example, in 

One trial advocacy student told me how she would put 
off trial, or settle the case, because she did not feel that 
she had the ability to properly try her case. The senior 
partners in her firm also did not like trying cases and 
were not teaching her how to do it. This class was her 
opportunity to learn trial skills.
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Botswana many judges frown upon the 
use of opening statements, and most 
lawyers rarely make them. Presenting 
an effective opening statement, there-
fore, was a new concept. Likewise, they 
are not taught that cross-examination 
is a series of leading questions that 
allows the advocate to tell the story. 
Instead, in Botswana, it is a series of 
statements by which the attorney tries 
to get the witness to admit to lying. 
Hard to believe? Watch the video of 
Gerrie Nell, the well-regarded South 
African prosecutor, cross-examining 
Oscar Pistorius for an example of the 
problems with this method.

As the week drew to a close we had 
one last “cell phone” trial. Pepsi, our 
fearless leader, had left her phone 
on and it rang during class, only to 
be quickly confiscated by a gleeful 
participant. Pepsi was on trial to get it 
back and her attorney (me) tried the 
defense of necessity for this busy and 

important woman. This poor excuse 
of an argument went nowhere and 
Pepsi was found guilty. The sentence 
imposed was that she bring her 
visiting toddler grandson in and allow 
the judge to pinch the little boy’s 
fat cheeks. At the end of a full and 
satisfying week, everyone agreed that 
justice was done. NWL

geoFFrey Burg is a 
criminal defense lawyer 
with an emphasis in DUI 
defense and has been 

practicing since 1994.  Geoff has re-
peatedly been recognized as a “Super 
Lawyer” by Washington Law and 
Politics Magazine and is a graduate of 
Gerry Spence’s Trial Lawyers College.  
He can be reached at 206-467-3190 or 
geoff@glblaw.com.

The WSBA Service Center is open Monday 
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Of the 765 candidates who took the Winter 2017 bar exam, 553 candidates passed.  
Congratulations! The full pass list is below.

2017 Summer Bar 
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Brandenburg, Bennett Joseph Darrell, 
Vancouver

Brett, Leah, Lakeland, FL
Brewer, Andrea Heidi, Olympia
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Brudney, Henry, Seattle
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Bruff, Drew, Seattle
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Dahn, Patrick M., Bainbridge Island
Danch, Siana, Kenmore
Danelo, Ada Dea, Seattle
Dang, Sumeet, Cambridge, MA
Daniel, Adele Aileen, Ann Arbor, MI
Dansby, Joshua Wade, Tacoma
Daugherty, Ryan, Winston Salem, NC
Dawson, Taylor Christopher, Mercer 

Island
Deeg, Mathias M., Seattle
Degen, Jonathan Martin, Spokane
Delaney, Ailise Sinead, Arlington 

Heights, IL
Dileepan, Aravind, Seattle
Donovan, Katrina Elaine, Seattle
Dowdy, Casey Lynn, Seattle
Dowgin, Matthew Armstrong, Spokane
Dudin, Louiza Michelle, Seattle
Dudley, Caitlin, Spokane Valley
Duffy-Greaves, Kevin David, Seattle
Dunlap, Meghan Elisabeth, Kalama
Dunn, Crystal Rose Toctocan, Chula 

Vista, CA
Dworkin, Moriah Nicole, Seattle

E
Eckerson, Diani Taylor, Olympia
Eckert, Jay Fredrick, Dallas, TX
Efimova, Olga V, Seattle
Eggers, Kevin Clifford, Seattle

Ehle, Joseph Daniel, Spokane
Ehlert, Shelby, Seattle
Emery, Paula, Seattle
Enamorado, Kevin Vladimir, Gresham, 

OR
Erickson-Mills, Sarah Elizabeth, Mount 

Vernon
Etengoff, Hannah, Spokane
Evans, Joseph Phillip, Bellevue

F
Fairbanks, Alyssa Irene, Edmonds
Farden, Katie Ann, Seattle
Farrow, Thomas Gregory, Philadelphia, 

PA
Faust, Stephanie Michelle Willis, 

Spokane
Fawcett, Steven Gary, Renton
Faymonville, Alexander Mesikt, Lake 

Oswego, OR
Fedorko, Laura Ann, Silverdale
Feng, Nan, Issaquah
Filetti, Garrett, Oak Harbor
Fitterer, Samuel David, Seattle
Ford, Ammon John, Seattle
Foster, Gabriel Andrew, Vancouver
Fournier, Christopher Michael, Tacoma
Fournier, Knut Pascal Gerald, Central, 

Hong Kong
Foxworthy, Kenyon Swain, Seattle
Franklin, Devin, Portland, OR
Franz, Eric Andrew, Seattle
Friedmann, Joshua Elliott, Seattle
Fullerton, Amanda Leigh, Austin, TX
Fung, Joyce Lok, Bothell

G
Gall, Anna Stanislav, Woodinville
Gallina, Asti M., Seattle
Gallucci, Dominic James, Puyallup
Gambino, Stephanie Lynn, Seattle
Garcia, Even Jessica, Seattle
Gelfand, Jason Martin, Seattle
Gellatly, Grant Baird, Seattle
Georgievski, Tiffany Jade, Kirkland
Gibbons, Olivia Fiona, Lake Forest Park
Gieri, William Anthony, Spokane
Gieszler, Brian Jeffrey, Richland
Gillis, Jason James, Dallas, OR
Glantz, Collin Marshall, Seattle
Glasgow, Joshua Derek, Seattle
Glasunow, Allison, Normandy Park
Glogovac, Anni Michelle, Spokane
Glyman, Alexander Michael, Seattle
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Goodey, Benjamin Isaac, Spokane
Gorin, Alexander Seth, Seattle
Grandinetti, Joshua Thomas, Valleyford
Grant, Haley Ann, Gig Harbor
Graser, Erica Larson, Bothell
Graves, Michael Wayne, Newcastle
Green, Ava Warnetta, Portland, OR
Griffin, Mary Virginia, Seattle
Gritzmacher, Crystal Dawn, Auburn
Grove, Emily, Bellevue
Gruver, Kirstin, Seattle
Guard, Elisabeth Jane, Seattle
Guida, Ivana, Kirkland
Guldhammer, Katie Elana, Seattle
Gussin, Zachary Waid, Seattle
Gutierrez, Karena Lisseth, Seattle

H
Haapalainen, Trevorr Zacharriah, 

Lynnwood
Habersetzer, Jeffrey Blake, Seattle
Hackler, Jacqueline, Laguna Niguel, CA
Hadland, Hannah June, University Place
Hageman, George Onoyama, Seattle
Halperin, Taylor Lee, Seattle
Hammond, Robin, Bellingham
Haney, Rachel Ayn Smith, Seattle
Hansen, Chad Steven, Seattle
Hargrave, Ariel, Seattle
Harnois, Madeleine Jane, Seattle
Harris, Blake, Moscow, ID
Hart, Michael Wade, Tacoma
Harte, Joel Corbin, Seattle
Hatfield, Patrick Troy, Seattle
Hawkins, Paul Gordon, Moscow, ID
Hawthorne-Mcclenny, Christian, 

Portsmouth, VA
Heinen, Kaitlin Rachel, Seattle
Hendricks, Katie Marie, Sumner
Hengelbrok, Lara Emily, Seattle
Hernan, Quincy Robert Eulberg, Seattle
Herrera, Lisa Jeaneth, Renton
Hess, Jordan Anthony, Centralia
Hession, David Thomas, Seattle
Higgs, Kathryn Ann, West Richland
Hinman, Gabriel, Ann Arbor, MI
Holden, Brian Christopher, Tacoma
Holler, Kelly Walsh, Tacoma
Holm, Catherine Enright, Olympia
Honeycutt, Benjamin Kyllo, Bothell
Horvitz, Rachel Jeanette, Shoreline
Hostetler, Anna, Spokane
Huang, Jocelyn Kuo, Seattle
Huang, Phoebe Shing, Bellevue

I
Imazeki, Ayako, Los Angeles, CA
Infeld, Lucy, Seattle
Ishida, Yutaka, Bellevue
Isom, Jordan, Seattle

J
Jackson, Jacob Peter, Las Vegas, NV
Jackstadt, Daniel Lee, Lake Forest Park
Jacobs, Dylane Johanna Madison, 

Newcastle
Jaeger, Carinne Elizabeth, Bellevue
Jajtner, Erin Rae, Bellingham
James, Sean T, Seattle
Jani, Ami Rajni, Seattle
Jattan, Veronica M, Metairie, LA
Jiang, Ye, Seattle
Johnsen, Kyle Robert, Seattle
Johnson, Kirsten Marguerite, Seattle
Johnson, Natasha Shanay, University 

Place
Johnston Hanks, Brianna Nicole, 

Normandy Park
Jones, Briana Michelle, Spokane
Jones, Dylana Lauren Elizabeth Louise, 

Seattle
Jones Hebrert, GeDá Lea, Seattle
Jones, Jordan Elizabeth, San Diego, CA
Jones, Jordyn Christine, Tacoma
Jones, LaShay Ann, Seattle
Jones, Morgan Ray, Mercer Island
Jones, Ryan Robert, Seattle
Jones, Taryn Jeneal, Auburn
Joyce, Marisa Elizabeth, Austin, TX

K
Kahn, Gil, Las Vegas, NV
Kaide, Lillian A, Seattle
Kakuta, Yuhiko, Tokyo, JP
Kalinowski, Caesar David, Seattle
Kane, Hannah Ailene, Bellevue
Karas, Michael Lyle, Vancouver
Kartman, Martina Jane, Bellingham
Kaur, Manpreet, Seattle
Keenum, Ana, Spokane
Keller, Amanda Cathi, Camas
Keller, Rebekah Shea, Spokane
Kelly, Kaitlyn, Everett
Kenck, Taylor Scott, Salt Lake City, UT
Kennedy, John Roderick, Brier
Kennedy, Tyler Allen, Seattle
Khanna, Natasha, Seattle
Klein, Edward Charles, New York, NY
Klevak, Rebecca, Seattle

Klusty, Tobin Scott, Everett
Knittle, Breanna Michele, Olympia
Koehle, Justine Theresa, Kennewick
Kopitnik, Kaia Elizabeth, Seattle
Korthuis, Aaron Luke, Lynden
Korver, Dawn Marie, Seattle
Kraght, Tucker, Seattle
Kuper, Marlana E, Seattle
Kwon, David, Issaquah

L
LaCaille, Bianca Jean, Seattle
Lake, Morgan, Seattle
Lance, Benjamin Warren, Mill Creek
Law, Chad David, Seattle
Leake, Sean Douglas, Sammamish
Lee, Andrea, Mill Creek
Lee, Hana, Seattle
Lee, Maxwell Edward, Battle Ground
Leoni, Lorenzo Raymond, Seattle
Lervold, Jacob Eugene, Tulalip
Lewis, Salim Daudi, Seattle
Li, Jie, Tacoma
Li, Lu, Seattle
Lindsay, Brooks Heath, Seattle
Liu, Xin, Seattle
Livres, Megan Eileen, Shoreline
Louis, Amber Alexis, Seattle
Luong, George, Bellevue
Lynch, Patrick Gavin, Bloomington, IN

M
Macdonald, Sarah Anne, Eugene, OR
Macomson, Ellen A, Seattle
Magana, Yatziri Natali, Kennewick
Mahoney, Tayla, Seattle
Malhi, Inderpal Kaur, Kent
Mann, Travis Samuel, Seattle
Marechal, Mark Richard, Seattle
Margett, Sawyer Robert, Snohomish
Marks, Devin Andrew, Spokane
Martin, Joseph Forrest, Issaquah
Martincic, Ena, Seattle
Martinez, Callan Ely, Miami, FL
Martinez, Lisa Marie, Seattle
Mashhour, Makan, Vancouver, BC
Matias, Andrewsterett Revilla, Seattle
Matson, John Christopher, Woodinville
McClenahan, Andrew Ford, Seattle
McCoy, Matthew H., Edmonds
McCurdy, Devon John, Bellingham
McDorman, Camille Maria, Seattle
McDowell, Thomas Lynn, Lacey
McKevett, Steven, Middleton, WI

McSeveney, William, Monitor
Mechling, Harlan Thomas, Selma, OR
Meeks, Jimmy Brown, Spokane
Mgebroff, David, Seattle
Michael, Necole Marie, Vancouver
Middleton, Janell Marie, Moscow, ID
Miller, Todd, Seattle
Min, Byung Gun, Yongin-Si, Gyeonggi-

Do, KR
Miner, Emily, Seattle
Minice, Richard Lawrence, Bellevue
Minn, Juliana Beatriz, Milwaukie, OR
Mintz, Joseph, Castle Rock
Misasi, Amanda Nicole, Franklin Park, 

IL
Moore, Vanessa Leanne, Seattle
Morgan, Anya Alexis, Austin, TX
Moscowitz, Jason Arthur, Spokane 

Valley
Moua, Rebecca Isabel, Bothell
Muldowney, Martha Renata, Mukilteo
Mullins, Baily Christan, Seattle
Mullins, James Patrick, Seattle
Munro, Laura Jordan, Normandy Park
Murphy-Rohrer, Thomas, Spokane
Musto, Jeffrey, Seattle
Myers, Rachel Anne Picht, Puyallup
Myrvang, Bryce Rodney, Blanchard, ID

N
Nagy, Sarah Rachel, Chicago, IL
Napieralski, Morgan Anne, Gilbert, AZ
Nath, Anita Devi, Tacoma
Nations, Jessy Ray, Seattle
Naulty, Katherine Joyce, Spokane
Nguyen, An Vinh, Seattle
Nguyen, Son T., Kent
Noman, Alice Beheshta, Burien
Nonnenmacher, Andrew Robert, 

Spokane
Norton, Stacy Elise, Bonney Lake
Norwood, Julia, Seattle
Nudelman, Aaron Samuel, Seattle
Nunez, Stefanie Paola, Pasco
Nur, Nader, Mukilteo
Nwachukwu, Chimaobim 

Umumawuike, Allen, TX
Nyman, Joshua Matthew, Spokane

O
Odegard, Ryan Soule, Clyde Hill
Ojogho, Brittani Amara, Chicago, IL
Okamoto, Andrew James, Bothell
Olson, Mackenzie Claire, Woodinville

Summer Bar Exam Pass List
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Olson, Tanner Keagan, Arlington
Omata, Anne C., Seattle
Omdal, Benjamin R., Seattle
Ormsby, Alexandra Elizabeth, Seattle
Osaki, Troy, Seattle
Osman, Melissa Jo, Seattle
Ostrowski, Joseph Daniel, Seattle
Otsuka, Tomomi, Tokyo, JP
Otto, Katrina Marie, Seattle

P
Page, Ellie Ann, Bellingham
Pahlke, Jackson Robert, Scottsbluff, 

NE
Palma Alcover, Karine, Lynnwood
Palosaari, Naomi Elizabeth, Norman, 

OK
Parfet, Jason Edward, Seattle
Park, Min Jung, Los Angeles, CA
Parker, Zachary B., Seattle
Patel, Maitry, Schaumburg, IL
Pazderka, Joshua William, Seattle
Pearson, Jennifer Karyn, Cheney
Peaslee, Katherine, Manhattan Beach, 

CA
Peera, Safa, Richardson, TX
Peña, Cassandra Maree, Seattle
Peña, Jessica Deanne, Spokane
Pendleton, Julie Mary Jane, Seattle
Perez, Andrew Robert, Lynnwood
Perez, Matthew Gimay, Lynnwood
Peters, Neal James, Spokane
Peterson, Erik Sinclair, Nashville, TN
Peterson, Katherine, Seattle
Phair, Desiree, Redmond
Pierson, Renee Elise, Honolulu, HI
Pinkerton, Alixanne Bennett, Spokane
Piper, Ashley Elizabeth, Seattle
Pittman, Gregory Charles, University 

Place
Polaski, Alexa Helen, Seattle
Pollack, Alexandra, Seattle
Polovina, Tarik, Mercer Island
Ponomareva, Marina Sergeyevna, 

Seattle
Pontusson, Clive Alexander, Seattle
Porter, Gregory Lee, Seattle
Posnock, Sophia Rose, Seattle
Potter, Nicholas Augustine, Seattle
Powell, Kaleigh Nicole Boyd, Seattle
Prescott, James Allen, Seattle
Price, Nicole Renee, Seattle
Pryjmak-d'Ambra, Jane, Seattle

Q
Quinn, Leland Ducharme, Seattle

R
Ramic, Anela, Bellevue
Randazzo, Matthew, Atlanta, GA
Rankin, Jeffery Connor, Kirkland
Ravenholt, Ry Pavlich, Kingston
Read, Jeffrey Blair, Seattle
Reardon-Helferd, Anarose, Seattle
Reese, Roxanne Alyssa, Seattle
Reich, Jordan, Rancho Santa Fe, CA
Reid, Amy Nicole, Seattle
Reinert, Dorothea Ruth, Bainbridge 

Island
Reparuk, Paige Elizabeth, Spokane
Ridgeway, Joseph Quentin, Vashon
Risenmay, Blake, Redmond
Robbins, Benjamin Jerome, Kennewick
Roberts, Christopher Thomas, Salt 

Lake City, UT
Roberts, Stephanie Louise, Belfair
Roberts, Tyler Scott, Edmonds
Rock, Mary Kathryn, Birmingham, MI
Rodrigues, Janet Mondlane, Seattle
Roe, Jessica Lauren, Seattle
Roes, Johnathan Ray, Spokane
Rogstad, Rebecca, Edmonds
Roman, Stephanie Argelis, Spanaway
Romnor, Duffy Gina, Seattle
Rothwell, Michael, Seattle
Royal, Jonathan, Lynden
Rusk, Michelle Anne, Seattle

S
Salerno, Leah Nicole, Seattle
Saly, Elaine, Brooklyn, NY
Samakar, Nakisa, Redmond
Schell, Jennifer Bruning, Olympia
Schmidt, Jonathan Mitchell, Spokane
Schuyler, Jason Cole, Olympia
Schwab, Emily Dawn, Seattle
Sears, Robert Lyle, Orting
Seely, Stephen Edward, Seattle
Sekhon, Harkiran Kaur, Kent
Sells, Hannah Sarah, Olympia
Shariati, Shawn Ashkan, Brooklyn, NY
Shearer, Patrick Francis, University 

Place
Shigetomi, Takako, Los Angeles, CA
Sidles, Alexander Arthur, Seattle
Simmons, Jennifer Marie, Seattle
Simpson, Richard M, Enumclaw

Slaybaugh, Jason Andrew, Camano Island
Smirnova, Natalia, Seattle
Smith, Jaclyn Heather, Seattle
Smith, Molly McKenzie Sterrett, 

Yakima
Smith, Theodore Brys Lavelle, Brier
Smithpeter, Mitchell Ira, Edwall
Snyder, Daniel Levi, Everett
So, Jessica Pui-Shan, Seattle
Sobel, Susan Claire, Seattle
Sosa Padilla, Wilson, Des Moines
St. Clair, Elizabeth Diana, Lynnwood
Steele, Joshua, Seattle
Stokes, Eric, Seattle
Stoner, Shelby Renee, Bainbridge 

Island
Stryker, Katherine Frances, Seattle
Su, Michelle, Seattle
Suffian, Craig D., Seattle
Sullivan, Jocelyn Quinn, Spokane
Sundt, Alfred Kiehl, Sequim
Suresh, Mahima, Redmond
Swartz, Kyle D., Spokane
Sweetser, Marcus, Spokane
Swinford, Daniel Austin, Maple Valley
Szvetecz, Annie, Olympia

T
Tabor, Michael Merritt, Seattle
Takhar, Gurneet Kaur, Surrey, BC
Thomas, Keith Michael, Ann Arbor, MI
Thornton, Troy Rogers, Seattle
Tilden, Saul Silver, Mercer Island
Tillisch, Patrick, Seattle
Ting, Yuan Chen, Seattle
Tjemsland, Allison Marie, Sequim
Topp, Gina Kathleen, Seattle
Toraya, Cindy, Tacoma
Trammell, Monique Marie, Salt Lake 

City, UT
Trondsen, William, Shelton
Tubman, Natan Pinchas Lyons, Seattle
Tucker, Koji, Eugene, OR

U
Ugelstad, Scott, Gig Harbor

V
Van Daley, Lawrence Joel, Spanaway
Vandervoort, Christopher, Seattle
Vega, Maria De Los Angeles, Santa 

Maria, CA
Velasco, Caitlin Maureen, Seattle

Velling, Sofia H., Bellevue
Verbarendse, Amme Christine, 

Stanwood
Verhaeghe, Cara O., Post Falls, ID
Vermillion, Jared Rod, Renton
Verrilli, Melissa R., Seattle
Vickery, Simon Ishmael, Boulder, CO
Vizcaino, Ruth, Mercer Island
Vong, Binh Y., Seattle

W
Wagner, Paul McKinnon, Seattle
Walker, Valerie Ann, Seattle
Wang, Aiqing, Seattle
Wang, James Q.F., Newcastle
Wang, Shuo, Bellevue
Wang, Zhizhou, Seattle
Wardlow, Brian Donald, Bothell
Warlaumont, Andrew Louis, Salt Lake 

City, UT
Wenzel, Elizabeth Sarah, Seattle
West, Mitchell D., Fortville, IN
Wicks-Arshack, Adam Benjamin, 

Moscow, ID
Wildridge, Diana , Eugene, OR
Williams, Dean , Federal Way
Williams, Garrett James, Spokane
Willman, Deanna Marie, Spokane
Wilmot, Breck , Seattle
Wimberley, Rolland Benn Curtis, 

Wrangell, AK
Winters, Shelby Lorraine, Spokane
Witmer, Kathryn Alexandra, 

Vancouver
Wittman-Maillard, Jacob Adam, 

Federal Way
Woerner, Hannah , Seattle
Wood, Deanna , Cle Elum
Woods, Matthew Scott, Spokane
Wright, Geoffrey Austin, Portland, OR

Y
Yang, Edward Changsoo, Issaquah
Yavuz, Gozde , Seattle
Yemini, Rachel , Seattle
Yi, Elena Hongyuan, Berkeley, CA
Young, Nicole , Seattle

Z
Zangenehzadeh, Cameron Charles, 

Seattle
Zavidow, Grace Elizabeth, Seattle
Zentz, Bradley Joseph, Seattle
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candidates that included appointing 
James W. Armstrong, Jr. for an extra 
year, who is anticipated to serve as 
president; appointing Valerie Holder 
to complete the remainder of a vacat-
ing Trustee’s term; appointing Kinnon 
Williams to a three-year term; and 
appointing Jabu Diagana as Student 
Trustee, for a term to conclude upon 
graduation from law school. 

Approval of Proposed Mandatory 
Malpractice Insurance Task Force 
Charter
In 2016, the board convened a Man-
datory Malpractice Insurance Work 
Group to gather information about 
jurisdictions that require lawyers to 
have professional liability insurance 
and the systems used to implement 
such requirements.  At the May 2017 
board meeting, the board asked the Ex-
ecutive Committee to consider creation 
of a Task Force to evaluate whether to 
recommend adoption of a mandatory 
malpractice insurance requirement for 
lawyers in Washington. The Executive 
Committee recommended formation of 
such a Task Force under the WSBA By-
laws and submitted a proposed charter, 
which was approved by the board.  

The charter directs the Task Force to: 
(1) solicit and collect input from WSBA 
members and others about whether 
to recommend a system of mandatory 
malpractice insurance for lawyers in 
Washington state; (2) review infor-
mation gathered by the Work Group 
and gather any additional information 
needed; (3) consider materials regard-
ing mandatory malpractice insurance 
systems used in the U.S. and elsewhere; 
(4) determine whether to recommend 
adoption of a mandatory malpractice 
insurance requirement in Washington; 
(5) if a regulatory requirement is rec-
ommended, determine the best model 

OnBoard

WSBA BOARD OF GOVERNORS MEETING

SEPTEMBER 28-29, 2017, SEATTLE

The WSBA Board of Governors held 
its final meeting of the fiscal year on 
September 28-29 in Seattle.

Thursday, September 28

Election of 2017-2018 At-Large 
(New and Young Lawyers) 
Governor  
With former At-Large Governor Sean 
Davis moving to the General Coun-
sel position at the WSBA, the board 
considered three candidates nominated 
by the Washington Young Lawyers 
Committee (WYLC) for the At-Large 
(New and Young Lawyers) Governor 
seat.  After discussing the candidates’ 
qualifications, the board elected Jean 
Y. Kang of Seattle to the seat for a term 
to start immediately. Jean will serve the 
remainder of Sean Davis’ term (ending 
in September 2018). Jean is a litigation 
associate at Smith Freed & Eberhard 
in Seattle. She has focused the major-
ity of her practice on civil litigation, 
specifically insurance defense/coverage 
and personal injury cases. Prior to civil 
work, Jean served as a criminal deputy 
prosecuting attorney in Cowlitz County 
and King County.  She was sworn in 
by phone by Pierce County Superior 
Court Judge Susan Serko so she could 
take her seat at the table immediately 
following the vote. 

Appointment of Members 
to the Washington State Bar 
Foundation Board of Trustees
Each year, the Washington State 
Bar Foundation conducts its annual 
meeting as part of the last Board 
of Governors’ meeting of the fiscal 
year.  At this meeting, the Board of 
Governors, convened as the members 
of the Foundation, appoint trustees 
to the Foundation Board.  The Board 
of Governors approved a slate of 

Above, Candidate Jean Y. Kang addresses the 
Board. Below: Jean Y. Kang being sworn in as At-
Large (New and Young Lawyers) Governor. 
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for such a system; and (6) submit a 
final report to the board including, as 
appropriate, draft rules to implement a 
system of mandatory malpractice insur-
ance for Washington lawyers, including 
any minority report(s). 

Per the charter, the Task Force 
membership shall consist of a WSBA 

Above, L to R: Dean Jane Korn of Gonzaga University School of Law, Dean Annette Clark of Seattle 
University School of Law and Anita Krug, Interim Dean of the University of Washington School of Law. 

member serving as chair; three current 
or former members or officers of the 
board; no fewer than 10 at-large mem-
bers of the WSBA; a full-time judge; an 
individual with professional experience 
in the insurance/risk management 
industry; and two community represen-
tatives who are not licensed to practice 

law.  The Task Force will begin meeting 
no more than six weeks after appoint-
ments are completed and submit a final 
report to the Board no later than the 
January 2019 board meeting, unless 
the timeline for completion is extended 
by the board.        

Proposed WSBA Bylaw 
Amendment re Vacant Immediate 
Past-President Seat
The board heard from WSBA General 
Counsel Sean Davis regarding a pro-
posed amendment to the WSBA Bylaws 
dealing with Immediate Past-President 
vacancies. Under the current WSBA 
Bylaws, if the Immediate Past-President 
is disqualified, removed, or resigns, the 
office remains vacant until the close of 
the term of the then-current President. 
The Bylaws do not address what hap-
pens if the office is vacant for another 
reason. Such an “other” vacancy may 
occur, for example, if the WSBA Presi-
dent resigns or is removed prior to the 
end of his or her term, leaving no one to 
become the Immediate Past-President 
in the next term.  The proposed amend-
ment addresses this type of situation 
by allowing the current Immediate 
Past-President to serve another year; in 
the event the Immediate Past-President 
does not want to serve another term, 
the President, with board approval, can 
appoint an individual to serve as Imme-
diate Past-President for the term that 
would otherwise be vacant.  The board 
voted on this proposed amendment at a 
special board meeting on October 3.  

Annual Discussion with Deans of 
Washington State Law Schools
The board held its annual discussion 
with the deans of our state’s three law 
schools.  Participating in this discus-
sion were Dean Annette Clark from 
Seattle University, Dean Jane Korn 
from Gonzaga University, and Interim 
Dean Anita Krug from the University 
of Washington.  The three law school 
deans shared several common prior-
ities, including mentorship, recruit-
ment and scholarships, diversity, and 

 

OnBoard
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education related to technology and 
business practices.  The governors 
asked the deans whether the WSBA can 
or should be doing more to help law 
schools match graduates to market-
place employment.  The deans re-
sponded that increased mentorship and 
connecting students with lawyers in 
different areas of the practice spectrum 
would be helpful.  Other topics included 
the cost of legal education and law 
school tuition; the need for experiential 
learning in law schools; preparing stu-
dents for the changing practice of law, 
including incorporating technology and 
innovation in coursework; and helping 
students transition from law school to 
practice.  The board invited the deans 
to continue the discussion and the 
deans suggested a board site visit to the 
law schools.  

Friday, September 29

Orientation on WSBA Diversity 
and Inclusion Philosophy and 
Plan
The board participated in an orienta-
tion to the WSBA Diversity and Inclu-
sion Philosophy and Plan facilitated 
by Joy Williams, WSBA Diversity and 
Public Service Programs Manager, and 
Robin Nussbaum, WSBA Inclusion and 
Equity Specialist.  The Diversity and 
Inclusion Plan is intended to outline 
WSBA’s next steps and long-term 
priorities.  The Plan’s objectives work 
toward the goals of creating conditions 
to promote the retention of attorneys 
from historically marginalized and 

underrepresented backgrounds, in-
creasing their participation within the 
profession, and creating opportunities 
for leadership within WSBA.  

The orientation focused on the 
“Inside-Out” philosophy of doing 
the work to make sure WSBA itself 
(staff and volunteers) is diverse, 
inclusive, and equitable in order to 
lead by example and provide tools and 
resources to the legal community.  Key 
concepts were also covered such as 
inclusiveness (beyond diversity), the 
difference between equality and equity, 
the effect of unconscious bias on our 
decision-making, and the nature of op-
pression as institutional and systemic.  
Finally, the presentation covered 
allyship, interrupting bias, and how to 
recover when you make a mistake.

Council on Public Defense 
(CPD) Proposed Performance 
Guidelines for Juvenile Offense 
Representation 
The WSBA Council on Public Defense 
(CPD) presented on first reading a 
request for the Board of Governors to 
submit Performance Guidelines for 
Juvenile Offense Representation to 
the Washington Supreme Court with a 
recommendation that the court include 
them in the Standards for Indigent 
Defense, as was done previously with 
the adult Performance Guidelines for 
Criminal Defense Representation.  The 
board heard a presentation from Eileen 
Farley, CPD Chair; Daryl Rodrigues, 
CPD Vice-Chair; and Kimberly Am-
brose, CPD Member, who answered 

Left: Joy Williams (left) and Robin Nussbaum (right). Right: Orientation on WSBA Diversity and Inclusion Philosophy and Plan resources slide.

Resources
 Implicit Association Test (IAT)
 “A trip to the grocery store”
Mirrors of Privilege: Making Whiteness Visible 

video
 PBS Series—Race: The Power of an Illusion

questions from the board and members.  
The board will seek feedback from 
the membership on these proposed 
guidelines and take action at the next 
board meeting in November, so please 
share any thoughts you have on the 
proposed Guidelines. Comments on the 
CPD’s proposed Guidelines on Juve-
nile Offense Representation can go to 
Bonnie@wsba.org.  

Council on Public Defense (CPD) 
re Rules for Appeal of Decisions 
of Court of Limited Jurisdiction 
(RALJ) 9.3 
The board approved the Council on 
Public Defense communicating its 
support to the Washington Supreme 
Court of proposed amendments to 
Rule for Appeal of Decisions of Courts 
of Limited Jurisdiction (“RALJ”) 9.3.  
The proposed amendments concern 
awarding appellate costs for appeals 
and would require consideration of the 
defendant’s ability to pay and the pre-
sumption of indigence throughout the 
appeal.  The board heard from Eileen 
Farley, CPD Chair; Daryl Rodrigues, 
CPD Vice-Chair; Kimberly Ambrose, 
CPD Member; and Nick Allen, CPD 
Member and Member of CPD’s Legal 
Financial Obligation Subcommittee.  

Final WSBA FY2018 Budget 
District 1 Governor and Treasurer-elect 
Kim Risenmay and WSBA Chief Oper-
ations Officer Ann Holmes presented 
the Final Draft FY2018 Budget, which 
reflects the cost of board-directed 
programs, services, and operations.  
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Above: WSBA Chief Operations Officer Ann Holmes and Treasurer-elect Kim Risenmay. Center: Eileen 
Farley, Council on Public Defense (CPD) Chair, and Kimberly Ambrose, CPD Member. Bottom, L to R: 
Sativa Rasmussen, Joshua Abbey, and Paris Eriksen.

The Final Draft Budget includes 
General Fund Revenue of $18,913,199 
and an anticipated drawdown of re-
serves with expenses of $19,514,890.  
Based on efficiencies and savings 
seen at the end of FY16 and projected 
through FY17, and the budget pre-
sented, General Fund reserves will not 
fall below the $2 million level at the 
end of FY18, consistent with board 
policy.  The board approved this Final 
Draft Budget, which was unanimously 
recommended by the WSBA Budget 
and Audit Committee.  

Treasurer Risenmay noted that 
WSBA received salary survey infor-
mation showing that compensation 
levels fall well below midpoint for the 
market for several positions, which 
may require an adjustment to the 
budget in the coming year.

Proposed Formation of 
Cannabis Law Section
In June 2017, WSBA staff received 
a request from a group of WSBA 
members (“formation group”) to form 
a Cannabis Law Section. The guide-
lines for forming a section are set 
forth in the WSBA Bylaws and require 
a petition to include the contemplated 
purpose of the section, the proposed 
bylaws of the section, the names 
of any proposed committees of the 
section, a proposed budget of the 
section for the first two years of its 
operation, a list of Bar members who 
have signed a petition supporting the 
creation of the section, and a state-
ment of the need for the proposed 
section.  All of these requirements 
were met in a timely manner and 
WSBA staff received no feedback 
from section leaders either in support 
of or in opposition to the formation of 
this section.     

The board heard brief remarks 
regarding the formation of this 
section from Joshua Ashby and Sativa 
Rasmussen, formation group mem-
bers, and WSBA Sections Program 
Manager Paris Eriksen, who answered 
questions from the governors.  The 
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board will vote on this proposed 
formation at the next board meeting 
in November. 

WSBA Statement Denouncing 
Recent Acts of Violence and 
a Reaffirmation of Equity and 
Inclusion Principles 

The WSBA received a request from 
11 Washington Minority Bar Asso-
ciations for the WSBA to join their 
statement addressing the recent 
events in Charlottesville.  In light of 
the constraints of GR 12.2, the Board 
Executive Committee considered 
drafting and adopting the WSBA’s 
own statement instead of signing 
on as requested.  The board voted to 
adopt the draft statement as written.  
This statement will be posted on the 
WSBA website and circulated to the 
Minority Bar Associations and the 
legal community at large.   

Follow-up from July Retreat re 
2017-2018 BOG Priorities
The board held a discussion regarding 
2017-2018 board priorities facilitated 
by information from the discussions 
at the July 2017 board retreat at 
Alderbrook.  Topics included the 
court system, member engagement 
and ambassadorship, entity regula-
tion, retention/diversity/inclusion 
and cultural competence, and member 
benefits.  A generative discussion 
on entity regulation will occur at the 
November board meeting.

Proposed Amendments 
to Article XI Sections re 
Legislative Activity 
The board approved an amendment 
to XI(F) of the WSBA Bylaws regard-
ing legislative activity to support 
sections taking action effectively 
and efficiently throughout the 
legislative process.  The amendment 
adds language to Article XI allowing 
section executive committees more 
flexibility and timeliness in taking ac-
tion on legislative matters, especially 
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in responding to legislators’ direct 
requests for feedback. 

Mandatory Continuing Legal 
Education (MCLE) Board 
Recommendation to Coordinate 
Fees
Effective Sept. 1, 2017, the Washington 
Supreme Court amended its Admission 
and Practice Rules (APR) that relate to 

Limited Practice Officers (LPO) and 
Limited License Legal Technicians  
(LLLT) mandatory continuing legal 
education (MCLE). Continuing legal 
education for LPOs and LLLTs is now 
governed by APR 11; in addition, the 
MCLE rules for lawyers, LPOs, and 
LLLTs are now, with a few exceptions, 
the same.  Pursuant to APR 11, the MCLE 
Board determined and adjusted fees to 

defray the reasonably necessary costs 
of administering the MCLE rules.  The 
MCLE Board proposed a fee structure 
to the Board of Governors to provide 
for assessment of the same fees for all 
MCLE activities regardless of the license 
type or the intended audience.  The 
board approved these new sponsor fees 
for MCLE courses for LPOs and LLLTs.  

Legislative Work Group 
Recommendations 
The board discussed the recommen-
dations of the WSBA Legislative Work 
Group, which recommended reducing 
the size of the Legislative Committee 
and having it meet ad hoc when legis-
lative proposals from WSBA sections 
need to be vetted.  The board heard from 
District 3 Governor-elect Kyle Sciuchet-
ti, current chair of the WSBA Legislative 
Committee, regarding committee 
member concerns and concerns that 
mandated deadlines would prevent the 
committee from taking action on rele-
vant legislation.  The board also heard 
from Phil Brady, Work Group Chair and 
former District 10 governor, regarding 
the history of these recommendations 
and the Work Group’s process.

The board voted to adopt the Work 
Group recommendations with amend-
ments keeping the Legislative Com-
mittee a standing committee of nine 
members and allowing the committee 
chair the opportunity to accept a pro-
posal outside of the mandated deadlines, 
provided that the chair is satisfied that 
there is sufficient time to vet the bills 
and that the chair’s action will be in 
consultation with the WSBA Legislative 
Affairs Manager.

Discipline Advisory Round 
Table (DART) Annual Report 
and Suggested Amendments to 
Charter
The board voted to amend  the DART 
Charter to make the DART an ongoing en-
tity that includes positions for LLLT and 
LPO representatives, sets term limits for 
appointed members, and provides current 
members with a one-year extension. NWL
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RobeRt AdAmowski, #33709, 3/16/2016 

NoAh edwARd AlbeRtus, #47981, 4/17/2017 

kimbeRly ANN bAkeR, #14256, 9/16/2016 

GARy lee bANNiNG, #10748, 3/9/2016 

susAN bARRy, #29897, 12/26/2016 

michAel beeGle, #18299, 2/9/2017

GReGoRy beeleR, #7213, 11/19/2016 

FloRy blAiR, #17693, 6/13/2016 

leoNARd mARtiN blumeNthAl, #7579, 3/25/2017

dAvid bowmAN, #2961, 4/15/2017 

RAlph bRemeR, #1785, 8/25/2017  

JeFFRey hARt bRotmAN, #429, 8/1/2017 

dAvid hARold ANdRew bRowitt, #19208, 3/29/2017  

hoN. sAm cozzA, #11609, 1/14/2017 

chARles mAuRice dAvis, #5088, 7/14/2017 

Joseph lANe dAvis, #9835, 9/20/2017

JAmes AlleN douGlAs, #7987, 4/11/2017 

JoAN elizAbeth du buque, #7615, 7/24/2017

Joy duGGAN, #6838, 6/23/2016 

diANe dAlyRmple eNGle, #9883, 2/19/2017 

cliFtoN FiNch, #15673, 5/14/2016 

chARles cAmillus FloweR, #143, 6/19/2017 

chARles edwARd GAllup, #1653, 8/1/2017 

t. deNNis GeoRGe, #1898, 7/27/2017 

JohN michAel GRAy, #17165, 6/1/2017 

elizAbeth ANNe GReAthouse, #13921, 2/18/2016 

G. keith GRim, #1767, 7/23/2017  

cARl hAGeNs, #204, 2/1/2017 

cAmeRoN hAll, #38271, 4/6/2017

GleNNA hAll, #7102, 7/5/2016  

JAmes hARdmAN, #7358, 7/24/2017

GeoRGe michAel hARtuNG, JR., #1748, 3/6/2017 

dAvid AllAN hoGAN, #6832, 2017

JAmes byRoN holcomb, #1695, 4/29/2017 

chRistiNe hook, #14383, 08/22/2017

JAmes edwiN JAcksoN, #24585, 10/25/2016 

chRistopheR pAul JeNNiNGs, #17194, 8/10/2016 

JAmes stRicklANd kemptoN, #1477, 8/7/2017

GeoFFRey kNudseN, #1324, 9/15/2017 

Guy RichARd kNudseN , #44841, 5/29/2016

dAve liNN, #43282, 3/14/2017 

timothy Joseph loweNbeRG, #6217, 8/27/2017

AuGust mARdesich, #42, 2/8/2016 

deNNis mARtiN mclAuGhliN, #231, 6/20/2017

bRuce meyeRs, #1159, 8/7/2017 

bARdell milleR, #252, 3/10/2017 

kRystl-ANN mitchell muRphy, #44070, 2/28/2017 

JAmes edwiN NelsoN, #2631, 7/4/2017

NicholAs bRowN o'coNNell, JR., #2919, 8/11/2017 

huGo edmuNd oswAld, JR., #3553, 9/17/17

ApRil pAce, #22731, 3/22/2017 

ARthuR piehleR, #1389, 9/17/2017 

williAm Joseph ploNske, #4758, 1/29/2017 

dANiel JohN RivieRA, #84, 10/14/2016 

keNNeth schubeRt, JR., #4359, 6/20/2017

JoN williAm scott, #45290, 11/14/2016  

hoN. GeRARd shellAN, #82, 4/1/2017 

RichARd cARl sieFeRt, #8339, 2/17/2017 

liNdA slAde, #25830, 6/22/2017 

RobeRt NoRwood sNydeR, #3485, 6/11/2014 

keviN chRistopheR stAmpeR, #5828, 3/10/2017 

pAul wiNsoR steeRe, #526, 3/19/2017 

RobeRt thompsoN, #2386, 9/16/2017

willARd wAlkeR, #3710, 03/10/2017

cAmille ReNe wARReN, #40227, 6/30/2017 

eRic michAel weiGht, #25061, 3/22/2017

teReNce yAmAdA, #39070, 9/11/2017

ANthoNy lAwReNce yeRRy, #48595, 7/1/17

Joseph AlFRed zimmeRmAN, #2280, 3/1/2017 

JohN hilleR zobel, #15632, 1/30/2017 
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This In Remembrance section lists WSBA members by bar number and date of death. 
The list is not complete and contains only those notices the WSBA has learned of 
through correspondence from members. Please email notices to nwlawer@wsba.org.
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News and information of 
interest to WSBA members

Email nwlawyer@wsba.org if you 
have an item you would like to share.

WSBA News
2018 License Renewal, MCLE, and 
Sections Information
Start date. License renewal will begin in 
November and must be completed by Feb. 
1, 2018. 
License fee payment plan option avail-
able. If you are experiencing financial 
challenges, it’s not too late to sign up 
for our payment plan option available to 
active, inactive, and emeritus lawyers. 
Payments may be made in up to five in-
stallments and all license fees must still 
be paid in full by Feb. 1, 2018. A one-time 
Hardship Exemption is available for active 
licensed legal professionals who qualify. 
Visit wsba.org/licensing to learn more.
Judicial Status. Please note that you are 
required to inform the Bar within 10 days 
of your retirement or your ineligibility for 
Judicial status (and you must apply to 
change to another status or to resign). Visit 
wsba.org/licensing to learn more.
Certify MCLE compliance. If you are an 
active lawyer in the 2015–2017 reporting 
period, then you are due to report CLE 
credits and certify MCLE compliance. 
The deadline for completing credits is 
Dec. 31, 2017. The certification must be 
completed online or be postmarked or 
delivered to the WSBA by Feb. 1, 2018. 
Visit wsba.org/MCLE to learn more.
Join or renew your section membership. 
NEW: The Section membership year is now 
January 1 – December 31. 
Important Dates 
• Dec. 31, 2017: Active lawyers in the 

2015-2017 reporting period must 
complete required MCLE credits.

• Feb. 1, 2018:  Deadline for requesting 
the one-time Hardship Exemption. 

• Feb. 1, 2018:  License renewal, pay-
ment(s), and MCLE certification, 
if applicable, must be completed 
online, postmarked or delivered to 
WSBA.

WSBA Board of Governors 
Meetings 
Nov. 16 at the WSBA offices, Seattle, and 
via webcast.
With the exception of the executive ses-
sion, Board of Governors meetings are 
open, and all WSBA members are wel-
come to attend. RSVPs are appreciated 
but not required. Contact Margaret Shane 
at 206-727-8244, 800-945-9722, ext. 
8244, or margarets@wsba.org. The com-
plete Board of Governors meeting sched-
ule is available on the WSBA website at 
www.wsba.org/bog.

WSBA Budget 
At its September meeting, the Board 
of Governors approved the WSBA FY18 
budget. To learn more about the budget, 
and the programs and services that it 
supports, visit wsba.org/About-WSBA/
Financial-Info.

WSBA Launches CLE Faculty 
Database
If you are currently serving as CLE facul-
ty, or are interested in working with the 
WSBA as a future CLE faculty member, 
we encourage you to register in our CLE 
faculty database. Serving as a faculty 
member provides you with the oppor-
tunity to engage with other attorneys 
across the state, give back to your pro-
fession, and advance your professional 
growth. Whether it ’s upcoming changes 
in the law, emerging hot topics, or sub-
stantive content, our goal is to ensure 
we are engaging with the right faculty at 
the right time, matching practice exper-
tise and knowledge to our educational 
programming needs. We hope to capture 
the information of all those who plan to 
teach — both current CLE faculty and 
those interested in future opportunities. 
Please log on and register in the CLE 
faculty database today at mywsba.org/
CleFacultyApplication.aspx.

Join the WSBA New Lawyers List 
Serve
This list serve is a discussion platform for 
new lawyers of the WSBA. In addition to 
being the best place to receive news and 

information relevant to new lawyers, this 
is a place to ask questions, seek referrals, 
and make connections with peers. To join, 
email newlawyers@wsba.org.

ALPS Attorney Match
Attorney Match is a free online networking 
tool made available through the WSBA- 
endorsed professional liability partner, 
ALPS. This resource allows attorneys to set 
up a profile and indicate whether they are 
looking for, or available to act as, a mentor. 
Mentorship programs that meet require-
ments are now eligible for MCLE credits. 
The WSBA provides information and links 
to the ALPS Attorney Match online sys-
tem as a service to the legal community. 
For more information, email mentorlink@
wsba.org. 

Volunteer Custodians Needed
The WSBA is seeking interested lawyers as 
potential volunteer custodians under Rule 
for Enforcement of Lawyer Conduct (ELC) 
7.7. An appointed custodian is authorized 
to act as counsel for the limited purpose 
of protecting a client’s interests whenever 
a lawyer has been transferred to disability 
inactive status, suspended, or disbarred, or 
dies or disappears, and no person appears 
to be protecting the client’s interests. The 
custodian takes possession of the necessary 
files and records and takes action to protect 
the client’s interests. The custodian may act 
with a team of custodians and much of the 
work may be performed by supervised staff. 
If the WSBA is notified of the need for a cus-
todian, the WSBA would affirm the willing-
ness and ability of a potential volunteer and 
seek his or her appointment as custodian. 
Costs incurred may be reimbursed. Current 
WSBA members of all practice areas are  
welcome to apply. Contact Sandra Schilling  
at sandras@wsba.org, 206-239-2118 or  
800-945-9722, ext. 2118, or Darlene  
Neumann at darlenen@wsba.org, 206-733-
5923 or 800-945-9722, ext. 5923.

Ethics
Facing an Ethical Dilemma? 
Members facing ethical dilemmas can talk 
with WSBA professional responsibility 
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counsel for informal guidance on analyzing 
a situation involving their own prospective 
ethical conduct under the Rules of Pro-
fessional Conduct (RPC). All calls are con-
fidential. Any advice given is intended for 
the education of the inquirer and does not 
represent an official position of the WSBA.  
Every effort is made to return calls within 
two business days. Call the Ethics Line at 
206-727-8284 or 800-945-9722, ext. 8284.

Search WSBA Advisory Opinions 
Online 
WSBA advisory opinions are available on-
line at wsba.org/advisoryopinions. You can 
search opinions by number, year issued, 
ethical rule, subject matter, or keyword.  
Advisory opinions are issued by the WSBA to 
assist members in interpreting their ethical 
obligations in specific circumstances. The 
opinions are the result of study and analysis 
in response to requests from WSBA mem-
bers. For assistance, call the Ethics Line at 
206-727-8284 or 800-945-9722, ext. 8284.

WSBA Lawyers Assistance 
Program (LAP)
WSBA Connects
WSBA Connects provides free counseling 
in your community. All bar members are 
eligible for three free sessions on topics in-
cluding work stress, career challenges, ad-
diction and anxiety, as well as other issues. 
Upon calling 1-800-765-0770, a telephone 
representative will arrange a referral using  
KEPRO’s network of clinicians through-
out the state of Washington. There is no 
need to let problems build up unneces-
sarily. We hope you make the most of 
this valuable resource.

Judicial Assistance Services 
Program
The purpose of the Judicial Assistance Ser-
vices Program (JASP) is to prevent or al-
leviate problems before they jeopardize a 
judicial officer’s career. JASP provides con-
fidential support and treatment for judges 
struggling with medical or mental health 
challenges, addiction, grieving, stress, or 
isolation. If you are a judge or are con-

cerned about a judge, you are encouraged 
to contact the Judicial Assistance Services 
Program at 415-572-3803 or contact clini-
cal consultant Susanna Kanther, Psy.D., at 
susanna@drkanther.com.

The “Unbar” Alcoholics 
Anonymous Group
The Unbar is an “open” AA group for at-
torneys that has been meeting for over 25 
years. Meetings are held Wednesdays from 
noon to 1:30 p.m. at the Skinner Building 
at 1326 Fifth Avenue, 7th Floor. Also, if you 
are seeking a Peer Advisor to connect with 
and perhaps walk you to this meeting, the 
Lawyers Assistance Program can arrange 
this and can be reached at 206-727-8268.

WSBA Practice Management 
Assistance
Lending Library
The WSBA Lending Library is a service to 
WSBA members. We offer the short-term 
loan of books on health and well-being 
as well as the business management as-
pects of your law office. How does it work?  
You can view available titles at wsba.org/ 
library. Books may be borrowed by any 
WSBA member for up to two weeks. If 
you live outside of the Seattle area, 
books can be mailed to you; you will be 
responsible for return postage. For walk-
in members, we recommend calling first 
to check availability of requested titles. 
To arrange for a book loan or to check 
availability, contact pma@wsba.org or 
206-733-5914.

Casemaker Online Research 
Casemaker is a powerful online research 
library provided free to WSBA members. 
Read about this legal research tool on the 
WSBA website at wsba.org/casemaker. 
As a WSBA member, you already receive 
free access to Casemaker. We have now 
enhanced this member benefit by upgrad-
ing to add Casemaker+ with CaseCheck+ 
for you. Just like Shepard’s® Citations and 
KeyCite®, CaseCheck+ tells you instantly 
whether your case is good law. If you want 
more information, you can find it on the 

Casemaker website, or call 877-659-0801 
and a Casemaker representative can dis-
cuss these features with you. For help using 
Casemaker, call the WSBA Service Center 
at 800-945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA. 

Learn More About Case-
Management Software
LOMAP maintains a computer for mem-
bers to review software tools designed to 
maximize office efficiency. LOMAP staff 
is available to provide materials, answer 
questions, and make recommendations. 
To make an appointment, contact lomap@
wsba.org.

Usury Rate 
The maximum allowable usury rate can be 
found on the Washington State Treasur-
er’s website at tre.wa.gov/investments/
historicalUsuryRates.shtml. 

Did you recently  
move and want to 

be sure you’re getting

NWLawyer?
Make sure your  
public mailing 

address is up-to-date 
by going to 

www.mywsba.org.

We’re all ears! 
Let us hear from you!.We welcome letters to  

the editor on issues presented in the magazine.  
Email letters to  nwlawyer@wsba.org. 
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Professionals

MEDIATION
Mac Archibald

Mac has been a trial lawyer in 
Seattle for over 40 years. He 

has tried a wide range of cases 
including maritime, personal injury, 

construction, products liability, 
consumer protection, insurance 

coverage, and antitrust law.
Mac has over 20 years of 

experience mediating cases in 
Washington, Oregon, and Alaska. 

He has mediated over 1,500 
cases in the areas of maritime, 
personal injury, construction, 

wrongful death, employment, and 
commercial litigation.

Mac has a reputation as not only 
being highly prepared for every 

mediation, but also for providing as 
much follow-up as is necessary to 

settle a case.
LAW OFFICES OF 

EDWARD M. ARCHIBALD
Mediation Services

601 Union Street, Suite 4200
Seattle, WA 98101

Tel: 206-903-8355 • Fax: 206-903-8358
Email: mac@archibald-law.com

www.archibald-law.com

 LAWYER DISCIPLINE
AND LEGAL ETHICS

Former Chief Disciplinary Counsel

Anne I. Seidel

is available for representation
in lawyer discipline matters and 

advice on legal ethics issues.

206-284-2282

1817 Queen Anne Ave. N., Ste. 311
Seattle, WA 98109

anne@anneseidel.com 
www.anneseidel.com

HOLMES & COMPANY, 
LLP

Fraud and Forensic Accounting 
Economic Damages 
Business Valuation 

Commercial Litigation 
Accounting and Tax Malpractice  

White Collar Financial Crime 
Expert Testimony

Full Service Public Accountants 
Plaintiff and Defense

WILLIAM N. HOLMES, CPA, CFE
7128 SW Gonzaga Street, Suite 100

Portland, OR 97223
Tel: 503-270-5400 
Fax: 503-270-5401

wnholmes@pdxcpas.com
www.pdxcpas.com

TRADEMARK
COPYRIGHT & 

PATENT SEARCHES

Experienced Washington office 
for attorneys worldwide

FEDERAL SERVICES  
& RESEARCH

Attorney-directed projects 
at all federal agencies in 

Washington, D.C., including 
USDA, TTB, EPA, Customs, 
FDA, INS, FCC, ICC, SEC, 
USPTO, and many others. 

Face-to-face meetings with 
Gov’t officials, Freedom of 
Information Act requests, 

copyright deposits, document 
legalization at State Dept. 
and embassies, complete 

trademark copyright patent 
and TTAB files.

COMPREHENSIVE
U.S. Federal, State, Common 

Law, and Design searches.

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING 
EXPERTS

Our professionals average over 
25 years experience each.

FAST
Normal 2-day turnaround with 

24-hour and 4-hour service 
available.

GOVERNMENT 
LIAISON SERVICES, 

INC.
200 N. Glebe Rd., Ste. 321

Arlington, VA 22203

Tel: 703-524-8200 
Fax: 703-525-8451

Toll Free: 1-800-642-6564

Minutes from USPTO and 
Washington, D.C.

info@governmentliaison.com

www.governmentliaison.com

FORENSIC 
ACCOUNTING

Robert Loe, CFE, CPA
• Certified fraud examiner
• Forensic accounting
• Litigation support
• Expert witness testimony
• Experienced peer reviewer
• Investigator for state board 

of accountancy
• Licensed in WA, AK, HI, & DC  
221 First Avenue West, Suite 400

Seattle, WA 98119
Tel: 206-292-1747

www.loecpa.com
robert@loecpa.com

COMPUTER FORENSIC
• analysis

• incident response
• investigations

• testimony

DR. GORDON MITCHELL
The eSleuth

Ph.D. UW Electrical Engineering
CPP, CISSP, SANS GSEC & GCIH

fellow of ISSA and SPIE

legal.enquiries17@eSleuth.com
888-375-3884 • Future Focus, Inc

WA PI 1844

https://eSleuth.com
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SELF-DIRECTED IRA
Warren L. Baker

is a national authority on the 
legal and tax complexities related 

to investing retirement assets 
(IRA, 401k) into “nontraditional” 

assets (e.g., real estate, private 
equity, etc.).  Don’t risk: account 

invalidation, UBTI tax, and/or 
estate planning problems.

FAIRVIEW LAW GROUP, PS
Tel: 206-753-0305

warren@fairviewlawgroup.com

INVESTOR CLAIMS
Former NASD Series 7, 66 and 
life/annuity insurance licensed 

broker/investment advisor. 
Available for consultation and 
referrals in claims involving 

broker/dealer error, fraud, and 
investment suitability.

COURTLAND SHAFER
John G. Llewellyn, PLLC

4847 California Ave. SW, Ste. 100
Seattle, WA 98116
Tel: 206-923-2889

courtland@llllaw.net

CIVIL APPEALS
Jason W. Anderson
Successful results in 

personal injury, insurance, 
family law, commercial, 

and more. 

Tel: 206-622-8020

anderson@carneylaw.com

ETHICS and LAWYER
DISCIPLINARY

INVESTIGATION
and PROCEEDINGS

Stephen C. Smith,

former Chair of the
Washington State Bar 

Association Disciplinary Board, 
is now accepting referrals 
for attorney disciplinary 

investigations and proceedings  
in Washington, Idaho, Hawaii, 

and Guam.

HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS  
& HAWLEY LLP

877 Main Street 
Suite 1000

Boise, ID 83702
Tel: 208-344-6000

scsmith@hawleytroxell.com

Professionals

LAW FIRM BREAK-UPS
PARTNER DEPARTURES 

AND EXPULSIONS
Discreet consultation and 

litigation of partner withdrawals 
or expulsions.

SMYTH & MASON, PLLC

have years of experience 
successfully representing 

departing partners, expelled 
partners, and law firms. Operating 

agreements, divisions of profits, 
receivables, case files and clients; 
redistribution of debt and costs.

Don’t go it alone.

SMYTH & MASON, PLLC
71st Floor, Columbia Center

701 Fifth Avenue, Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-621-7100 • Fax: 206-682-3203

www.smythlaw.com

McGAVICK GRAVES, P.S.
Mediation and

Arbitration Group

Hon. Rosanne Buckner, Ret. 
Barbara Jo Sylvester

Henry Haas
William P. Bergsten

Robert Beale
Cameron J. Fleury

Combined experience of over 250 
years. Our team is ready to help 
resolve your complex matters.

Please visit our website
for additional information.

McGAVICK GRAVES, P.S.
1102 Broadway, Suite 500

Tacoma, WA 98402
Local: 253-254-5900

Toll Free: 800-709-7015

www.mcgavickgraves.com

New partner or 
associate at your 

firm? 
Have a legal service to offer?

Advertise in NWLawyer’s 
Announcements or 

Professionals section!
Placing an ad is easy. 

Email advertisers@wsba.org.
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Announcements

Davies Pearson, P.C.
Attorneys at Law

is pleased to announce that

Jennifer R. Jefferies
has become an Associate of the firm and will  

practice in the areas of general business, real estate, 
commercial litigation, and probate.

Ms. Jefferies graduated from the Willamette 
University College of Law, cum laude, in 2014, with 

a Business Law Certificate. She received her B.A. 
in Business Administration from the University of 

Portland, cum laude, in 2010.

Tel 253-238-5120
jjefferies@dpearson.com

920 Fawcett Ave, P.O. Box 1657, Tacoma, WA 98401

Tel 253-620-1500  Fax 253-572-3052
www.dpearson.com

Ryen Godwin
is pleased to announce that  
he has joined the law firm of

Schwabe, Williamson & Wyatt
at its Seattle office. 

Ryen supports Schwabe’s industry focus 
for Natural Resources and Manufacturing, 
Distribution and Retail clients. He focuses  
his practice in the areas of environmental 

law and construction law. He has counseled 
clients in a variety of industries, including 

distribution, development, petroleum, public 
and private construction, logging, utility 

services, and the commercial fishing industry.

Contact info: 206.622.1711

The Washington Courts 
Historical Society 

presents a CLE:

“Keeping the People Informed:  
Open Government in  

Washington State”
Friday December 1, 2017 at the Temple of Justice 

in Olympia from 9:00 am to 4:30 pm. 
Net proceeds benefit the work of the Society. 

Current Supreme Court Justices, noted practitioners 
and experts will present on topics including the history 

of the Washington Public Records Act, open courts, 
the Public Disclosure Commission, confidentiality of 
WSBA and judicial disciplinary records, General Rule 
31.1 and a concluding ethics presentation on attorney-
client issues. Cost is $245, $225 for attendees of the 

2015 Washington Courts Historical Society CLE  
and $50 for students. Lunch included.

 For more information and registration see: 
wacourthistory.org  

or e-mail: wchs@wacourthistory.org.

Mills Meyers Swartling 
is pleased to announce that

Katherine S. Goodrich
has joined the firm as an associate attorney. 

Katherine Goodrich’s litigation practice includes 
municipal liability, aviation law, and tort liability. 

Katherine graduated from the University of 
Virginia School of Law in 2015 where she served as 
Production Editor for the Virginia Environmental 

Law Journal and was an extern for the criminal 
appellate section of the Department of Justice. 

Prior to joining Mills Meyers Swartling, Katherine 
received a Robert F. Kennedy Public Service 

Fellowship.  Through the Fellowship, Katherine 
worked with the Bellevue City Attorney’s Office and 
the King County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office, with 

whom Katherine tried several cases, including six 
trials through to verdict. Outside of work, Katherine 

volunteers with King County Search Dogs. 
  

 Mills Meyers Swartling P.S.
1000 Second Avenue, Suite 3000, Seattle, WA 98104

Tel: 206.382.1000  www.millsmeyers.com
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NEW PARTNER  
OR ASSOCIATE  
AT YOUR FIRM? 

Advertise in NWLawyer’s  
Announcements or  

Professionals section!

Placing an ad is easy. 
Contact advertisers@wsba.org  

or call 206-498-9860.

Have a legal service to offer?

Story Law
is pleased to announce

Douglas Wilson "Wil" Miller
has joined the firm as an associate. Wil joins 
Story Law’s family law litigation, mediation 

and collaborative law practice and will 
continue his criminal law practice with a 
special focus on criminal law issues that 

affect families and family law cases.

Story Law/Eastside Collaborative Law Center
1407 116th Avenue NE, Ste. 210

Bellevue, WA 98004
Tel: 425-688-1159

storylaw@storylaw.com
www.storylaw.com 

Announcements

You know someone that 
needs help with an L&I claim.

We’ll do the heavy lifting.

Seattle & Everett
Walthew.com

206-623-5311 
Se Habla EspañolWe know Workers’ Comp. Over 80 years strong. 

Michael J.
Costello

Thomas A. 
Thompson

Kathleen K.
Kindred

Patrick C.
Cook

Robert J.
Heller

Jonathan K.
Winemiller
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Joshua Green Building
1425 Fourth Avenue, Suite 300 · Seattle, WA 98101

206.223.1669 · www.jdrllc.com

Judicial Dispute 
Resolution, LLC
is pleased to announce 
and welcome 

JUDGE 
PALMER 
ROBINSON, RET.
as a new panelist
Former King County Superior Court Judge

Judge Robinson is available to provide 
mediation, arbitration, special master 
and related services.

GEORGE FINKLE
Former King County
Superior Court Judge

BRUCE HELLER
Former King County
Superior Court Judge

STEVE SCOTT
Former King County
Superior Court Judge

CHARLES S. BURDELL JR.
Former King County
Superior Court Judge

LARRY A. JORDAN
Former King County
Superior Court Judge

PARIS K. KALLAS
Former King County
Superior Court Judge

LINDA LAU
Former Appellate and
Superior Court Judge
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Disbarred

Dana Kristin Fossedal (WSBA No. 28392, 
admitted 1998) of Seattle, was disbarred, 
ef fect ive 8/24/2017, by order of the 
Washington Supreme Court. The lawyer’s 
conduct violated the following Rules of 
Professional Conduct: 1.4 (Communica-
tion), 1.15A (Safeguarding Property), 8.4 
(Misconduct). Joanne S. Abelson, Linda 
B. Eide and Marsha Matsumoto acted 
as disciplinary counsel.  James Everette 
Macpherson represented Respondent. 
Keith P. Scully was the hearing officer. 
The online version of NWLawyer contains 
links to the following documents: Hearing 
Officer’s Decision; Disciplinary Board Rec-
ommendation; and Washington Supreme 
Court Order.

Frank J. Prohaska (WSBA No. 27589, admit-
ted 1997) of Seattle, was disbarred, effective 
8/29/2017, by order of the Washington Su-
preme Court. The lawyer’s conduct violated 
the following Rules of Professional Conduct: 
1.3 (Diligence), 1.4 (Communication), 3.2 
(Expediting Litigation), 8.4 (Misconduct). 
Benjamin J. Attanasio acted as disciplinary 
counsel. Frank J. Prohaska represented 
himself. Linda O’Dell was the hearing officer. 
The online version of NWLawyer contains 
links to the following documents: Hearing 
Officer’s Decision; Disciplinary Board Order 
Declining Sua Sponte Review; and Washing-
ton Supreme Court Order.

Resigned in Lieu of Discipline

John Rodney Crowley (WSBA No.19868, 
admitted 1990) of Seattle, resigned in lieu 
of discipline, effective 9/18/2017. The law-
yer agrees that he is aware of the alleged 
misconduct in disciplinary counsel’s State-
ment of Alleged Misconduct and rather 
than defend against the allegations, he 
wishes to permanently resign from mem-

bership in the Association.  The Statement 
of Alleged Misconduct reflects the follow-
ing violations of the Rules of Professional 
Conduct: 1.2 (Scope of Representation and 
Allocation of Authority Between Client 
and Lawyer), 1.3 (Diligence), 1.4 (Commu-
nication), 1.5 (Fees), 1.15A (Safeguarding 
Property), 1.16 (Declining or Terminating 
Representation), 3.2 (Expediting Litiga-
tion), 4.1 (Truthfulness in Statements to 
Others), 8.1 (Bar Admission and Disciplinary 
Matters), 8.4 (Misconduct). Debra Slater 
acted as disciplinary counsel. John Rodney 
Crowley represented himself. Carl J. Ore-
skovich was the hearing officer. The online 
version of NWLawyer contains a link to the 
following document: Resignation Form of 
John Rodney Crowley (ELC 9.3(b)).

Holly Joy Johnson (WSBA No.32784, ad-
mitted 2002) of Seattle, resigned in lieu of 
discipline, effective 9/19/2017. The lawyer 
agrees that she is aware of the alleged 
misconduct in d iscipl inary counsel ’s 
Statement of Alleged Misconduct and 
rather than defend against the allega-
tions, she wishes to permanently resign 
from membership in the Association.  The 
Statement of Alleged Misconduct reflects 
the following violations of the Rules of 
Professional Conduct: 1.15A (Safeguarding 
Property), 3.4 (Fairness to Opposing Party 
and Counsel), 8.1 (Bar Admission and Disci-
plinary Matters), 8.4 (Misconduct). Sachia 
Stonefeld Powell and Kathy Jo Blake acted 
as disciplinary counsel. Holly Joy Johnson 
represented herself. Karen A. Clark was 
the hearing officer. Andrekita Silva was 
the settlement hearing officer. The online 
version of NWLawyer contains a link to the 
following document: Resignation Form of 
Holly Joy Johnson (ELC 9.3(b)).

Patrick Kim (WSBA No.35036, admitted 
2004), of Bellevue, resigned in lieu of 
discipline, effective 10/02/2017. The lawyer 

agrees that he is aware of the alleged mis-
conduct in disciplinary counsel’s Statement 
of Alleged Misconduct and rather than 
defend against the allegations, he wishes 
to permanently resign from membership 
in the Association.  The Statement of 
Alleged Misconduct reflects the following 
violations of the Rules of Professional 
Conduct: 1.4 (Communication), 1.5 (Fees), 
1.15A (Safeguarding Property), 4.1 (Truth-
fulness in Statements to Others), 5.4 
(Professional Independence of a Lawyer), 
8.4 (Misconduct). Kathy Jo Blake acted as 
disciplinary counsel. Andrew Glenn Ting-
kang represented Respondent. Seth A. Fine 
was the hearing officer. The online version of 
NWLawyer contains a link to the following 
document: Resignation Form of Patrick Kim 
(ELC 9.3(b)).

Daniel Frederick Quick (WSBA No.26064, 
admitted 1996) of Seattle, resigned in lieu 
of discipline, effective 9/21/2017. The lawyer 
agrees that he is aware of the alleged mis-
conduct in disciplinary counsel’s Statement 
of Alleged Misconduct and rather than 
defend against the allegations, he wishes 
to permanently resign from membership in 
the Association.  The Statement of Alleged 
Misconduct reflects the following violations 
of the Rules of Professional Conduct: 1.4 
(Communication), 1.5 (Fees), 1.7 (Conflict 
of Interest: Current Clients), 1.8 (Conflict of 
Interest: Current Clients: Specific Rules), 
1.9 (Duties to Former Clients), 1.15A (Safe-
guarding Property), 3.1 (Meritorious Claims 
and Contentions), 3.3 (Candor Toward the 
Tribunal), 3.4 (Fairness to Opposing Party 
and Counsel), 4.1 (Truthfulness in State-
ments to Others), 4.4 (Respect for Rights 
of Third Person), 8.4 (Misconduct). Jonathan 
Burke acted as disciplinary counsel. Daniel 
Frederick Quick represented himself. The 
online version of NWLawyer contains a 
link to the following document: Resignation 
Form of Daniel F. Quick (ELC 9.3(b)).

Discipline and Other 
Regulatory Notices

These notices of imposition of disciplinary sanctions and actions are published pursuant to Rule 3.5(c) of the Washington  
Supreme Court Rules for Enforcement of Lawyer Conduct. Active links to directory listings, RPC definitions, and documents 
related to the disciplinary matter can be found by viewing the online version of NWLawyer at http://nwlawyer.wsba.org 
or by looking up the respondent in the lawyer directory on the WSBA website (www.wsba.org) and then scrolling down to 
“Discipline History.” As some WSBA members share the same or similar names, please read all disciplinary notices carefully 
for names, cities, and bar numbers. 
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Suspended

Sengphachahn J. Livingston (WSBA No. 37478, 
admitted 2006) of Centralia, was suspended 
for 21 months, effective 8/29/2017, by order 
of the Washington Supreme Court. The law-
yer’s conduct violated the following Rules of 
Professional Conduct: 1.4 (Communication), 
1.5 (Fees), 1.15A (Safeguarding Property), 
1.15B (Required Trust Account Records), 
5.3 (Responsibilities Regarding Nonlawyer 
Assistants), 5.4 (Professional Independence 
of a Lawyer). Marsha Matsumoto acted as 
disciplinary counsel.  Anne I. Seidel rep-
resented Respondent. Craig C. Beles was 
the hearing officer. David M. Schoeggl was 
the settlement hearing officer. The online  
version of NWLawyer contains links to the 
following documents: Amended Order Ap-
proving Stipulation to 21-Month Suspension; 

Stipulation to 21-Month Suspension; and 
Washington Supreme Court Order.

Dean Browning Webb (WSBA No. 10735,  
admitted 1980) of Vancouver, was suspend-
ed for 18 months, effective 9/04/2017, by 
order of the Washington Supreme Court. 
The lawyer’s conduct violated the following 
Rules of Professional Conduct: 3.1 (Merito-
rious Claims and Contentions), 3.2 (Expe-
diting Litigation), 3.4 (Fairness to Opposing 
Party and Counsel), 4.4 (Respect for Rights 
of Third Person), 8.4 (Misconduct). Scott G. 
Busby acted as disciplinary counsel. Dean 
Browning Webb represented himself. Henry 
E. Stiles, II was the hearing officer. Andrekita 
Silva was the settlement hearing officer. The 
online version of NWLawyer contains links 
to the following documents: Order Approv-
ing Stipulation to 18-Month Suspension; 

Stipulation to 18-Month Suspension; and 
Washington Supreme Court Order.

Interim Suspension

Pamela Ann Paudler (WSBA No. 22310, 
admitted 1992) of Mill Creek, is suspended 
from the practice of law in the State of 
Washington pending the outcome of sup-
plemental proceedings, effective 9/27/2017, 
by order of the Washington Supreme Court. 
This is not a disciplinary sanction. 
 
Transfer to Disability Inactive 
Status
Robert Jeffery Wade (WSBA No. 33679, 
admitted 2003) of Seattle, was by stip-
ulation transferred to disability inactive 
status, effective 7/24/2017.  This is not a 
disciplinary action. 
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POSITIONS AVAILABLE ADS 
ARE ONLINE 
JOB SEEKERS AND JOB POSTERS, posi-
tions available ads can be found online at 
the WSBA Career Center. To view these 
ads or to place a position available ad, go 
to http://jobs.wsba.org.

TO PLACE A PRINT CLASSIFIED AD

RATES, DEADLINE, AND PAYMENT: 
WSBA members: $50/first 50 words; $1 
each additional word. Non-members: 
$60/first 50 words; $1 each additional 
word. Email text to  classifieds@wsba 
.org by the first day of each month 
for the following issue (e.g., Jan. 1 for 
the Feb. issue.) Advance payment re-
quired. For payment information, see 
 http://bit.ly/ NWLawyerAds. For ques-
tions, email  classifieds@wsba.org. 

Classifieds

FOR SALE

Growing Edmonds-Based Estate Plan-
ning Practice with revenue tied to ap-
proximately 60% Estate Planning; 30% 
Probate & Trust Administration; and 
10% Business and Real Estate. Revenues 
have been growing 25% or more, each  
of the last three years. Contact justin@
privatepracticetransitions.com or call 
253-509-9224.

Kitsap County Estate Planning & Real 
Property Practice that is poised for 
growth. With over 1,600 estate planning 
clients in the firm’s database and great 
brand recognition, growth over the next 
several years is nearly a sure thing! Con-
tact justin@privatepracticetransitions.
com or call 253-509-9224 today.

Established Tacoma Estate Planning & 
Personal Injury Practice with revenue of 
approximately 60% from Estate Plan-
ning and Probate and approximately 40% 
from Personal Injury Practice Law. The 
practice was established in 1956 and a new 
owner can also buy the building! Contact 
justin@privatepracticetransitions.com or 
call 253-509-9224 today.

Downtown Tacoma Personal Injury Prac-
tice that is highly profitable and continues 
to grow. With net income in the principal’s 

pocket of more than $430,000 each of the 
last three years, you won’t find a better 
personal injury practice in Tacoma.  Contact  
justin@privatepracticetransitions.com or 
call 253-509-9224 today.

Extremely Profitable Family Law Practice 
that is growing substantially year-over-
year.  Office space is beautiful and the 
team is tremendous.  Couple that with an 
opportunity to offer estate planning, pro-
bate, and real estate services to clients, 
this is an incredible opportunity!  Contact 
justin@privatepracticetransitions.com or 
call 253-509-9224 today.

Growing Seattle-Based Estate Planning 
Practice that is simply one-of-a-kind!  
With revenues in excess of $700,000 
and growing, you won’t want to miss this 
once-in-a-career opportunity to jump-
start your own practice by marketing to 
more than 3,000 clients! Contact justin@
privatepracticetransitions.com or call 
253-509-9224 today.

Highly Profitable Criminal Defense & 
Personal Injury Practice with revenues 
in excess of $1,000,000.  You won’t find 
a better criminal practice on the market 
today.  The approximate breakdown, by 
revenue, is 80% criminal law and 20% 
personal injury and infractions.  Contact 
justin@privatepracticetransitions.com or 
call 253-509-9224 to learn more.

East King County Real Estate & Estate 
Planning Practice that has been operating 
for more than 40 years!  A true staple in 
the community, the practice offers a va-
riety of services, focusing on estate plan-
ning (35%) and real estate (25%).  Contact 
justin@privatepracticetransitions.com or 
call 253-509-9224 today.

Thriving Tri-Cities Business Law Practice 
that has an extremely loyal client base.  
Revenues continue to grow, exceeding 
$650,000 each of the last two years, with 
additional opportunity to expand services 
to past, current, and future clients. Contact  
justin@privatepracticetransitions.com or 
call 253-509-9224 to learn more.

Growing Tri-Cities General Law Practice 
that has seen 22% and 36% growth over 
the last two years.  Offering a variety of 
services, including family law, criminal law, 
and estate planning, this business is truly 
a “one stop shop” for its clients.  Contact 
justin@privatepracticetransitions.com or 
call 253-509-9224 today.

Successful Kirkland-Based Estate Plan-
ning Practice that was founded in 1978.  
The practice/case breakdown is approxi-
mately 45% Estate Planning, 45% Probate, 
and 10% Adoptions and other ancillary es-
tate planning matters.  Located in a prime 
location and poised to grow!  Contact  
justin@privatepracticetransitions.com or 
call 253-509-9224 to learn more.

Highly Profitable Clark County Practice 
that is experiencing steady growth year 
over year! Case breakdown is approxi-
mately 33% Probate, 33% Real Estate, 
and 33% Business (transactional and  
litigation). This is a fantastic opportunity  
to build upon an incredibly profitable  
practice! Contact justin@privatepractice-
transitions.com or call 253-509-9224 to 
learn more.

Highly Profitable East King County Prac-
tice that is approximately 30% Business 
(transactional and litigation), 45% Real 
Estate, and 20% Construction related 
matters. This is a fantastic opportunity to 
build upon a profitable eastside practice! 
Contact justin@privatepracticetransitions.
com or call 253-509-9224 to learn more.

Incredible Family Law Practice that is 
highly profitable with an amazing reputa-
tion.  The firm handles divorce, child cus-
tody and visitation, relocation, non-pa-
rental/grandparent custody, and military 
family related matters, with average bill-
ings per client exceeding $10,000!  Contact  
justin@privatepracticetransitions.com or 
call 253-509-9224 to learn more.

Fantastic King County Estate Planning 
Practice with extremely low overhead 
(~30%) and SBA financing ready! The case 
breakdown is approximately 85% Estate 
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Planning, and 15% Probate and Guardian-
ship.  This is an excellent opportunity to 
take over a profitable practice!  Contact 
justin@privatepracticetransitions.com or 
call 253-509-9224 to learn more.

Thriving Eastern Washington Practice that 
includes a piece of history and excellent 
revenues. Case breakdown is approximately 
40% criminal law, 25% plaintiff’s personal 
injury, 20% workers’ comp, 10% bankrupt-
cy, and 5% estate planning and real estate 
work.  Don’t let this one get away. Contact 
justin@privatepracticetransitions.com or 
call 253-509-9224 to learn more.

Thinking about buying or selling a practice? 
If you are, we can help you!  Guaranteed. 
We have countless buyers and sellers 
waiting for the right opportunity.  Take 
control of your tomorrow by calling us to-
day.  www.privatepracticetransitions.com 
or info@privatepracticetransitions.com.

SERVICES

Yale Law School attorney with 20 years’ 
experience in Washington state courts 
seeking minimal office space/office use in 
exchange for consultation on all of your 
cases. Don’t go it alone. Call 253-509-
8770 whether you already have an office 
or are looking to set one up.

Legal research and writing attorney.  
Confidential legal research, drafting of 
pleadings, formatting, and citation check-
ing for trial- and appellate-level attor-
neys. Professional, fast, and easy to work 
with. Call Erin Sperger at 206-504-2655.  
Sign up for free case law updates at www.
LegalWellspring.com; erin@legalwellspring.
com.

NW Mobile Techs-Specializing in Ap-
ple-related support (Mac, iPhone, iPad) 
and law solutions (Daylite, PIP). Also 
proficient in supporting Windows environ-
ments and networks. Have you considered 
going paperless in your office? Have you 
had a security audit recently? Consult with 
us: 206-683-6975 - info@nwmobiletechs.
com; www.nwmobiletechs.com.

Appraiser of antiques, fine art, and house-
hold possessions. James Kemp-Slaughter 
ASA, FRSA, with 33 years’ experience  
in Seattle for estates, divorce, insurance, 
and donations. For details, see http://
jameskempslaughter.com; 425-943-7964; 
or Comptonhouse65@gmail.com.

Nationwide corporate filings and registered 
agent service. Headquartered in Washing-
ton state. Online account to easily manage 
1–1,000 of your clients’ needs. www.north-
westregisteredagent.com; 509-768-2249; 
sales@northwestregisteredagent.com.

Brief and motion writer with extensive 
state/federal litigation experience avail-
able as contract lawyer. Summary judg-
ments, basic pleadings, declarations, 
trial briefs, appeals, research memos, 
discovery drafting. Excellent referenc-
es. Reasonable hourly rate. Superb Avvo 
rating. Lynne Wilson at 206-328-0224 or 
LynneWilsonAtty@gmail.com.

Forensic document examiner retired from 
the Eugene Police Department. Trained by 
the U.S. Secret Service and U.S. Postal In-
spection Service. Court-qualified in state 
and federal courts. Contact Jim Green at 
888-485-0832.

Contract attorney, experienced in re-
search and writing, drafts trial and ap-
pellate briefs, motions and research 
memos. Summary judgment motions and 
responses, interrogatories, trial briefs, 
editing and cite-checking. Prompt turn-
around times, excellent references. Eliz-
abeth Dash Bottman, WSBA #11791, 206-
526-5777, ebottman@gmail.com.

Make your web copy shine! Freelance 
writer, and attorney of 15+ years, ready 
to perfect your: web content, blog 
posts, newsletters, marketing mate-
rials, white pages, eBooks, etc. 100% 
professional and reliable. Almost a de-
cade of professional writing/marketing 
experience. Dustin Reichard; dustin@
dustinreichard.com or 206-451-4660. 
Please visit www.dustinreichard.com 
for more information.

Gun rights restored! Your client lost gun 
rights when convicted of a felony or DV 
misdemeanor, but in most cases can re-
store rights after a three- or five-year 
waiting period. AV-rated lawyer ob-
tains Superior Court restoration orders 
throughout Washington. David M. New-
man, The Rainier Law Group. Contact: 425-
748-5200 or newman@rainierlaw.com.

Emerald City Attorney Network. Top con-
tract attorneys and paralegals. Want in-
creased revenue and free lunch? Let us 
turn your excess work into billable hours. 
Increase profit. Satisfy waiting clients. Let 
us take you to lunch or bring lunch for your 
office and discuss how we can help. www.
emeraldcityattorneynetwork.com. 206-
388-7808. andy@emeraldcityattorney-
network.com. 

SPACE AVAILABLE

Window and Interior Office Space (month-
ly, weekly, daily, or hourly) available 
just north of Seattle with onsite parking, 
reception area, conference rooms, and 
kitchen. Easy access to scenic Edmonds, 
I-5, and Hwy 99. Concentric Legal provides 
a collaborative work environment includ-
ing the space and support services for le-
gal professionals focusing on business law. 
Email info@concentric.legal or call 425-
224-2140 for more information.

Available January 1st for sublease from 
law firm in Class A space: 6 offices 3 cu-
bicles on 38th floor of Bank of America 
building at 800 Fifth Ave Seattle 98104, 3 
blocks from KC courthouse, shared con-
ference room and kitchen. $7,200/mo. 
David 206-805-0135.

Office for Rent for an Attorney with Po-
tential Income. A boutique law firm in 
downtown Bellevue has an office to rent. 
The attorney will have potential additional 
income from the law firm. Beautiful win-
dow office, fully furnished with designer 
furniture in a prestigious building. As there 
are potential earnings for the tenant, the 
law firm requires the submission of a re-
sume and hourly rate expectation in order 
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Classifieds

to be considered. $1,495/month. Access 
to building conference room/office lobby. 
Arman22@msn.com.

25th Floor, Wells Fargo Center, Third & 
Madison, Seattle. Share space with Busi-
ness, IP, and Tax/Estates firm, and PI, 
Bankruptcy, Litigation and Family Law at-
torneys. Includes receptionist, conference 
rooms, law library, and kitchen. Copiers, 
fax, high-speed Internet available. Price: 
$1,500/mo. Nearby assistant space $400/
mo. 206-382-2600.

Executive and virtual office suites avail-
able now! Downtown Seattle, Safeco 
Plaza Building, 32nd Floor. Join our net-
work of attorneys! Includes fiber internet, 
receptionist, conference rooms, kitchen 
facilities, notary services, fitness center. 
Support services such as telephone an-
swering, copier, fax also available. Starting 
at $60/month. 206-624-9188 or adm@
bscofficespace.com.

Mill Creek Conference Room Rental 
Space: Professional environment to meet 
clients. This legal office is centrally located 
with easy access. Hourly Rates available. 
Call 206-999-7433.

VACATION RENTALS

Ancient Home in Italian Hilltown. An  
ancient home in the hilltown of Olevano 
Romano 30 miles from Rome with pan-
oramic view. Fully restored with all the 
modern conveniences: Wi-Fi, flat screen 
TV, dishwasher, 2 bedrooms, huge bath 
with Jacuzzi, shower, 2 sinks. Owned by 
long time WAC member. $125 per night, 
3-night minimum. Email olevanoroma-
no2700@gmail.com

Paris apartment: at Notre Dame. Vacation 
rental. Elegant two-bedroom, 1.5-bath-
room apartment in the heart of Paris, 
owned by WSBA member. 202-285-1201 
or angpolin@aim.com.

Subscribe to WSBA-CLE 
Deskbooks Online

Save Money 
Annual subscription options include new lawyer, 
solo practitioner, and group rates and also offer  
significant savings over print prices. Updates  
added during subscription at no additional cost.

Increase Your Research Capabilities 
Run word-search queries across primary law 
and deskbooks simultaneously.

Drill Down Deeper 
All cited cases, statutes, and administrative 
codes are hyperlinked. Click the link and  
read the full text!

Access WSBA Seminar Coursebooks 
Selected current coursebooks and an archive of 
hundreds more not available electronically  
anywhere else are included in specified libraries.

Get The Online Deskbook Experience!

Questions: washington.casemakerlibra.com | Email: THunt@casemakerlegal.com | Phone: 844-838-0790

WSBA DESKBOOKS ONLINE SUPPORT:

GO TO
youtu.be/ 
XNc-cYJZ80U

FOR A DEMO      

VIDEO

Bright idea! 
Advertise in 
NWLawyer  

— the WSBA’s 
official publication!

Placing an ad is easy. 
Email advertisers@wsba.org  

or call 206-498-9860.
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CLE seminars are subject to change. Please check with providers to verify information. To announce a 
seminar, send information to clecalendar@wsba.org. Information must be received by the first day of the 
month for placement in the  following issue’s calendar.

CLE Calendar

CORPORATE COUNSEL

Corporate Counsel Institute
Nov. 30. Seattle & webcast. 6.25 CLE cred-
its (.75 Ethics + 5.5 Law & Legal Procedure). 
Presented by the WSBA in partnership 
with the WSBA Corporate Counsel Sec-
tion; 800-945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA.  
www.wsbacle.org

CREDITOR DEBTOR

Creditor Debtor Fall Seminar
Dec. 6. Seattle & webcast. CLE credits 
pending. Presented by the WSBA in part-
nership with the WSBA Creditor Debtor 
Rights Section; 800-945-WSBA or 206-
443-WSBA.  www.wsbacle.org

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Labor and Employment Conference
Dec. 1. Seattle & webcast. CLE credits 
pending. Presented by the WSBA in part-
nership with the WSBA Labor and Em-
ployment Law Section; 800-945-WSBA or 
206-443-WSBA.  www.wsbacle.org

ESTATE PLANNING

WSBA Practice Primer: Estate Plan-
ning Track Three-Probate and TEDRA
Nov. 1, 8, 15. Seattle & webcast. 6 CLE cred-
its (.75 Ethics + 5.25 Law & Legal Procedure). 
Presented by the WSBA; 800-945-WSBA 
or 206-443-WSBA.  www.wsbacle.org

ETHICS

Ethical Dilemmas for the Practicing 
Lawyer
Nov. 2. Seattle & webcast. 4 Ethics credits. 
Presented by the WSBA; 800-945-WSBA 
or 206-443-WSBA.  www.wsbacle.org

Keeping Ethical in a Technical World
Dec. 14. Moderated webcast replay. CLE 

credits pending. Presented by the WSBA; 
800-945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA.  
www.wsbacle.org

FAMILY LAW

Annual Family Law Seminar
Dec. 13. Seattle & webcast. CLE credits 
pending. Presented by the WSBA in part-
nership with the WSBA Family Law Sec-
tion; 800-945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA.  
www.wsbacle.org

GENERAL

Veteran’s Legal Services
Nov. 14. Seattle & webcast. 3.5 CLE cred-
its (pending). Presented by the WSBA; 
800-945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA.  
www.wsbacle.org

Hits from Law of Lawyering 2016
Dec. 14. Moderated webcast replay. CLE 
credits pending. Presented by the WSBA; 
800-945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA.  
www.wsbacle.org

Law of Lawyering
Dec. 15. Seattle & webcast. CLE credits 
pending. Presented by the WSBA; 800-945-
WSBA or 206-443-WSBA.  www.wsbacle.org

Best of CLE – Day One
Dec. 27. Webcast. CLE credits pending. 
Presented by the WSBA; 800-945-WSBA 
or 206-443-WSBA.  www.wsbacle.org

Best of CLE – Day Two
Dec. 28. Webcast. CLE credits pending. 
Presented by the WSBA; 800-945-WSBA 
or 206-443-WSBA.  www.wsbacle.org

LAW OFFICE MANAGEMENT

ALPS Just Another Day at the Firm: 
Practice Management, Malpractice, 
and Ethical Dilemmas

Nov. 14. Moderated webcast replay. 3 
CLE credits (pending). Presented by the 
WSBA; 800-945-WSBA or 206-443-
WSBA.  www.wsbacle.org

LEGAL LUNCHBOX

November Legal Lunchbox
Nov. 28. Webcast. 1.5 CLE credits. Present-
ed by the WSBA; 800-945-WSBA or 206-
443-WSBA.  www.wsbacle.org

December Legal Lunchbox
Free recorded seminar available for 
download during the month of December 
starting Dec. 1. 1.5 CLE credits. Presented 
by WSBA; 800-945-WSBA or 206-443-
WSBA.  www.wsbacle.org

REAL PROPERTY

Real Property, Probate and Trust 
Section Fall Real Property Seminar
Dec. 7. Seattle & webcast. CLE credits 
pending. Presented by the WSBA in part-
nership with the WSBA Real Property, Pro-
bate and Trust Section; 800-945-WSBA or 
206-443-WSBA.  www.wsbacle.org

Real Property, Probate and Trust Sec-
tion Fall Probate and Trust Seminar
Dec. 8. Seattle & webcast. CLE credits 
pending. Presented by the WSBA in part-
nership with the WSBA Real Property, Pro-
bate and Trust Section; 800-945-WSBA or 
206-443-WSBA.  www.wsbacle.org
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Joy Premo
Bar No. 40151
Law School: Gonzaga University School of Law

the Bar No.BeyondBeyond

 I became a lawyer because I want to help others.  As law-
yers, we all help others, and that is why I wanted to be part 
of the profession.

 Before law school, I spent six years in the Army as a quar-
termaster officer and was stationed in Honduras, North 
Carolina, Virginia, and Washington, D.C.  Since law school, 
I joined the U. S. Army Judge Advocate General’s (JAG) 
Corps and have been assigned to Alaska, Washington, 
Iowa, and Virginia.

 My greatest talent as a lawyer is empathy.  Being able to 
understand the different perspectives on both sides of an 
issue allows me to get the best results for my client. 

 In my practice, I work on streamlining processes to help 
the office become more effective and efficient.  

 My career has surprised me by the variety of jobs I have 
been assigned and realized I can do:  prosecutor, defense 
counsel, professor, and now associate dean for students.

 The best advice I have for new lawyers is to be a duck — 
look calm above the water even though your feet are fero-
ciously paddling underwater. 

 My long-term professional goal is to work for the Innocence 
Project Northwest.  The idea of helping just one person who 
was wrongfully convicted would be a dream come true.  

 The most rewarding part of my job is the people.  Mentor-
ing others and following their careers is rewarding enough, 
but my teammates in the office make the day just fly by.

 The worst part of my job is moving every two years.
 If I could have tried one famous case, it would be the civil 

case of Martha Stewart.  
 Since I graduated from law school the legal profession has 

grown tremendously and so has law school tuition.
 Technology has changed the practice of law by making law 

libraries almost obsolete, although I love the smell and feel 
of books, the experience of going to a library, and the quiet-
ness of a table all to myself.  

 During my free time I make up games to play with our girls.
 The most memorable trip I ever took was with my mom 

to the Philippines during Easter.  I saw self-flagellation and 
crucifixion up close—too close—and even got splattered.

 I look up to both my mom and dad.  My mom because she 
is the bravest person I know, and my dad because with a 
house full of girls, he had to be patient, especially with 
only one bathroom.

 I absolutely can’t live without my family.
 My perfect day would entail going for a morning run, eat-

ing breakfast, and then taking a nap.
 I have recently tried bourbon pecan ice cream.  It was defi-

nitely worth the hunt to find it.
 I enjoy reading to our girls and spending time with my family.  
 My best recipe I make at home is apple pie.  It is a family 

recipe that took my mother years to perfect.  The secret is 
poking holes in the bottom crust to allow the liquid to escape.

 I create work/life balance by being present when I am home.  
I try not to use technology until the kids go to sleep. Then it is 
like a power grid turns on, and we are back in business.

 My fitness routine is nonexistent when work gets busy.  But 
if it is not too busy, I like to run and do MAX Workouts.
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 My favorite bands/musical artists are Ten Mile Tide and 
Old Crow Medicine Show (OCMS).   

 My first car was a red Ford Escort that I purchased for $500 
during college.  I named it Robert Red Ford.  I could not 
leave town because it only went 35 miles an hour.  

 If $100,000 fell into my lap, I would take that trip to New 
Zealand with my entire family, including my in-laws; they 
are great.

 You should give this a try: plain Greek yogurt, honey, and 
cinnamon.  Delicious!

 My all-time favorite movie or TV show is “Alamo” (2004) 
with Billy Bob Thorton, Dennis Quad, Jason Patric, and 
Patrick Wilson.  What an all-encompassing movie about 
resiliency, leadership, and historical character perspectives.   
And the acting is top-notch.

 My hero is my husband.  We met in the Army as he was leav-
ing and I was coming back in as a Judge Advocate.  He gave 
up his dream job of being in the Washington State Patrol to 
be with me.   And we move every two years.

 If I have learned one thing in life, it is live it to the fullest 
each day.  

 I would like to learn how to play the fiddle.  

We’d like to learn about you!  
Email nwlawyer@wsba.org to request a questionnaire.

 My favorite place in the Pacific Northwest is our home.
 In my life, I work on improving my ability to leave work 

at work.  
 I worry about missing my girls grow up.  
 I am happiest when I am with my family.
 This changed my life: having kids, and in the very best way.
 I grew up in the small town of Gaines, Michigan.  We even 

owned a farm about 10 minutes from our house, but only for 
one year.  Driving to it twice a day to feed and water the pigs 
and chickens proved to be too much.  My parents sold the 
farm and life became normal again.  

 My fondest childhood memory is playing outside with the 
neighbor kids all summer.  We roller-skated, biked, played 
softball, skateboarded, and made up games.  

 My best parenting advice is to outwit, outthink, outlast.  It 
is truly a game of survivor.  Some days you get the idol, but 
most days you get voted off the island.  Hang in there!

 Nobody would ever suspect that I interned at the Native 
American Rights Fund in Alaska and worked for the Coeur 
d’Alene Tribe in Idaho.  

 I care about the Innocence Project.  I first learned about 
it while I was in law school and try to volunteer in any 
way I can.

 Friends would describe me as a doer.  Talking is great, but 
getting things done is better.

 I regret not being able to “get” calculus . . . even the second 
time around.

 Aside from my career, I am most proud of my family.
 I give back to my community by protecting its citizens.  I 

love my dual profession:  lawyer and soldier.
 This is on my bucket list: hang gliding.  
 This makes me roll my eyes: television shows about lawyers.
 This makes me smile: when my husband dances with each 

of our daughters on their birthday.
 I am thankful for how my parents raised me.  They taught 

me about hard work and discipline and to never give up.  
 An item I will never throw out is my old high school soft-

ball glove. It is so old that some of the leather laces have 
been replaced by 550 cord, which is used as parachute cord.

 My idea of misery is being cold and wet at night.
 My motto is the Platinum Rule:  Treat others as they would 

like to be treated.
 My favorite restaurant is Lauriol Plaza in Washington, 

D.C.— warm salsa, homemade chips, enchaladas de marisco, 
and their famous swirl margaritas.    

 You’ll find me outside in the Northwest doing this: teach-
ing our girls how to climb a tree, ride a bicycle, or fly a kite.

 My dream trip would be to New Zealand.  It amazes me how 
you can go hiking, skiing, hot air ballooning, and wine tast-
ing all in the same day.

 If I had a time machine, I would only go back in time, but 
never forward.  

 If I could pick a superpower, it would be to stop time.  
Imagine all you could get done!

My name is Major Joy Premo, and I work at the Judge 
Advocate Legal School U.S. Army located in Charlottesville, 
Virginia, on the University of Virginia campus. I am the 
Associate Dean for Students. 
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THE EXPERTS IN LEGAL PAYMENTS

LawPay is a registered ISO of Merrick Bank, South Jordan UT

LawPay.com/WSBA | 866.645.4758

Trust Account 
Compliant

TRUST OPERATING

Managing payments and growing revenue for over 45,000 law firms 
in the United States, LawPay is the only payment solution offered 
through the ABA Advantage program. Developed specifically for law 
firms, LawPay guarantees complete separation of earned and 
unearned fees, giving you the confidence and peace of mind that 
your credit card transactions are handled the right way.

The proven payment solution for lawyers.

Proud Member
Benefit Provider

Pay Invoice
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Your donation to the 
Campaign for Equal 
Justice funds 23 legal 
aid programs that 
provide critical legal aid 
to children, families, 
seniors, veterans, and the 
disabled to break cycles 
of poverty.

Your gift to the 
Washington State Bar 
Foundation supports 
programs like Moderate 
Means, helping 
vulnerable people receive 
legal assistance, and Call 
to Duty, providing legal 
help to veterans and 
military families.

Opt For Justice
When you renew your license, renew your 

commitment to justice for all. Opt to donate!

The Washington State Bar Foundation and Legal Foundation of Washington (Campaign for Equal Justice) are public charities. 
Your donations are tax-deductible to the full extent of the law.

Give generously when you renew your license.
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